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SCIENTIFIC REPORT



SITE 625: NORTHEASTERN GULF OF MEXICO

HOLE 625A

Date occupied: 12 January 1985
Date departed: 17 January 1985
Time on hole: 4.3 days
Position (latitude; longitude): 28 49.9'N, 87°09.6'W
Water depth (sea level; corrected m, echo-sounding): 889
Water depth (rig floor; corrected m, echo-sounding): 899.5
Bottom felt (m, drill pipe): 899.9
Penetration (m): 234.9
Number of cores: 6
Total length of cored section (m): 50.3
Total core recovered (m): 19.0
Core recovery (%): 37.8
Oldest sediment cored: Pliocene

Depth sub-bottom (m): 234.9
Nature: Nannofossil ooze
Age: Lower Pliocene (NN 13?)
Measured velocity (km/s): 1.524

HOLE 625B

Date occupied: 18 January 1985
Date departed: 20 January 1985
Time on hole: 2.3 days
Position (latitude; longitude): 28°49.9'N/ 87°09.6'W
Water depth (sea level; corrected m, echo-sounding): 889
Water depth (rig floor; corrected m, echo-sounding): 899.5
Bottom felt (m, drill pipe): 899.9
Penetration (m): 235.2
Number of cores: 27
Total length of cored section (m): 235.2
Total core recovered (m): 222.9
Core recovery (%): 94.8
Oldest sediment cored: Pliocene

Depth sub-bottom (m): 235.2
Nature: Nannofossil ooze
Age: Lower Pliocene (NN14 - NN16)?
Measured velocity (km/s): 1.541

HOLE 625C

Date occupied: 21 January 1985
Date departed: 21 January 1985
Time on hole: 19 hrs
Position (latitude; longitude): 28°49.9fN, 87u09.6'W
Water depth (sea level; corrected m, echo-sounding): 889
Water depth (rig floor; corrected m, echo-sounding): 899.5
Bottom felt (m, drill pipe): 900
Penetration (m): 44.5
Number of cores: 4
Total length of cored section (m): 39.5



Total core recovered (m): 39.5
Core recovery (%): 100
Oldest sediment cored: Pleistocene

Depth sub-bottom (m): 44.5
Nature: Marly nannofossil ooze
Age: U. Pleistocene (NN 21/20?)
Measured velocity (km/s): 1.548



PRINCIPAL RESULTS

Three holes were drilled at Site 625 (target site FLA-1),

located near De Soto Canyon on the west Florida Shelf (Figure 1).

Hole 625A penetrated to a total sub-bottom depth of 234.9 m, and

collected one rotary core and five wash cores containing

Pleistocene-lower Pliocene nannofossil ooze while testing rotary

bit coring techniques. Hole 625B continuously cored a

Pleistocene-lower Pleistocene section of nannofossil ooze,

calcareous marl and marly nannofossil ooze to a total depth of

235.2 m. The upper 197.1 m were hydraulically piston cored with

the APC (Cores 625B-1 through 625B-23), below which four

additional extended core barrel (XCB) cores were taken (Cores

625B-24 through 625B-27) before the hole was terminated. Hole

625C was drilled to test the overlap of APC coring with cores

recovered from Hole 625B. Continuous APC cores were taken from 5

m to 44.5 m sub-bottom with good overlap providing an almost

complete upper Quaternary sequence.



BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

Site 625 is located south of the axis of De Soto Canyon in

the northeastern Gulf of Mexico (Figure 1). De Soto Canyon

separates the predominantly terrigenous sediments of the northern

Gulf of Mexico from the carbonates of the West Florida Slope.

Site 625 lies in 900 m of water within the carbonate province.

Paleontologic and lithologic examinations of industry cores

and seismic stratigraphic studies by Lamb and Beard (1972) and

Mitchum (1978) demonstrate that intermittent depositional and

erosional events have occurred from Early Cretaceous through

Recent time in the De Soto Canyon region. The Cenozoic units

observed by these researchers in industry cores taken near Site

625 are foraminiferal-nannofossil oozes, with siliceous

microfossils and volcanic ash present in older units (Eocene

through Oligocene-lower Miocene). Units of middle Miocene

through Pleistocene age contain increasingly abundant clays and

transported shallow water fossils. These discontinuous industry

cores, and cores collected by several other DSDP legs in the Gulf

of Mexico (Ewing et al., 1969; Lamb and Beard, 1972; Worzel et

al., 1973; Mitchum, 1978), have produced an incomplete

biostratigraphic reference section for the region. The seismic

section at Site 625 showed that drilling at that location would

provide a continuous record of lower Miocene through Pleistocene

sediment deposition, and an opportunity to document the



occurrence of several unconformities that were expressed as

biostratigraphic gaps.

Some biostratigraphic gaps in the West Florida Slope sections

appear as boundaries to groups of reflecting horizons on regional

seismic profiles. A particularly striking example is noted by

Mitchum (1978) between flat-lying, continuous Oligocene-lower

Miocene and older sediments, and the strongly downlapping middle

Miocene and younger progradational units (Figure 2). A

relationship between the unconformity-bounded depositional

sequences of the West Florida Slope and the Vail model of

eustatic sea level change (Vail et al., 1977) is suggested

(Mitchum, 1978), although more stratigraphic control is needed to

support this interpretation. Several recent DSDP Legs, including

the Goban Spur (Leg 80) and New Jersey (Leg 95) transects, have

investigated the record of disconformities in passive margin

sequences with regard to cyclic sea level fluctuations.

Preliminary results from these legs indicate a correlation of

regional unconformities with eustatic cycles, and additional data

from Site 625 might further substantiate the Vail model.

The scientific objectives of drilling at Site 625 were:

(1) To recover high-quality biostratigraphic reference

sections in the Gulf of Mexico region;



(2) To document sedimentologic, paleontologic,

geochemical, geotechnical and paleomagnetic characteristics of

the depositional sequences recorded on seismic profiles;

(3) To date and define unconformities in the section and

determine their relationships to seismic boundaries; and,

(4) To correlate biostratigraphic and magnetostratigraphic

results with global geochronology and the Vail model of eustatic

sea level change.

As this was the first site drilled during the shakedown

cruise of JOIDES Resolution, equally major non-scientific

objectives were necessary to test rotary, APC and XCB drilling

and coring systems, and to familiarize ODP staff scientists and

marine technicians with shipboard lab equipment, core handling,

and sampling procedures.

OPERATIONS

JOIDES Resolution did not stream seismic gear either during

transit to or upon arrival at Site 625. In addition, the

precision depth recorder was working only intermittently and

therefore no unequivocal water depth could be determined. The

site was located with LORAN-C and satellite navigation at about

0800 hrs on January 11, 1985, based on the target site



coordinates determined prior to the cruise (Lat. 28O49.9'N; Long.

87°09.6tW).

The beacon was not dropped upon initial arrival at the site

as SEDCO personnel first undertook 31 hours of extensive dynamic

positioning tests. Following those tests, an acoustic beacon

was dropped at 2210 hrs on 12 January while seas were increasing

to 6 feet and winds were gusting to 30 knots. The water depth at

Site 625 was determined at 889 m (corrected) from the

echo-sounder system on the bridge.

Hole 625A

We began tripping pipe at 0815 hrs on 15 January and a

mudline core was taken at 0015 hrs with 899.9 m of drillpipe

below the rig floor.

The first core of the Ocean Drilling Program came on deck at

0250 hrs on 16 January, 1985. This was effectively a punch-core

with a recovery of the mudline and 2.8 m of sediment (Table 1).

A 40.2-m interval was then washed ahead and Core 625A-2W was

brought on board at 0703 hrs. This core contained sediment only

in the core catcher. We then proceeded to drill a series of four

more wash cores at approximately 48-m intervals in the hole.

Core 625A-3W recovered 3.8 m of sediment; Core 625A-4W was

totally empty; and, Core 625A-5W contained 8.3 m of sediment

(Table 1). The final washed interval penetrated to 234.9 m



sub-bottom, the terminal depth for Hole 625A. The lowermost

core, Core 625A-6W, recovered 4.1 m of sediment.

At this point we declared rotary coring trials a success and

decided to begin hydraulic piston coring as we felt that our

scientific objectives would be best served by a second hole that

continuously cored the Plio-Pleistocene section. We began

retrieving pipe at 0730 hrs on 17 January and cleared the mudline

at 0000 on 18 January.

Hole 625B

Hole 625B was spud-in with no offset, and Core 625B-1H was

brought on deck at 0615 hrs on 18 January. Its core liner was

fractured and split, but 7.9 m of sediment were recovered (Table

2). Assuming that the recovered length equalled the amount of

APC stroke-out, the recovery length was taken as the amount by

which the drillbit should be advanced before the next APC core

was shot. Core 625B-2H was brought on deck at 0915 hrs. It

measured a full 9.5 m in length and the bit was again advanced by

this amount. We continued with this method of APC coring to

total depth of 197.1 m in this hole; unfortunately, inaccuracies

in measurement of core recovery on the catwalk, such as not

including the core catcher, and subsequent correction later in

the core laboratory, meant that percentage core recoveries were

frequently over 100% (Table 2).



Core 625B-3H was recovered at 1035 hrs on 18 January with no

liner in the barrel. The core had to be manually extruded into 9

separate short pieces of liner resulting in a severely disturbed

7.2 m of sediment. Cores 625B-4H through 625B-19H recovered

variable lengths of sediment, ranging between 4.7 and 9.9 m, in

generally undisturbed condition (Table 2). Sections 1 and 2 of

Core 625B-20H were soupy, and Core 625B-21H came on deck at 1700

hrs 19 January with its liner damaged. The liner for Core

625B-22H was even more severely damaged at its lower end, an

effect presumably caused by lack of pressure sealing in the core

barrel. Rubber seals were subsequently found displaced inside

the liner of a number of these deeper APC cores, including Core

625B-23H which was the last APC core collected in Hole 625B. It

arrived on deck at 2015 hrs, 19 January.

We began extended core barrel (XCB) operations at Hole 625B

at 0030 hrs on 20 January. Each XCB core advanced downhole by a

complete 9.5 m barrel length. Core 625B-24X came on deck at 0230

hrs containing 6.4 m of sediment. Three additional XCB cores

(Cores 625B-25X through 625B-27X) were recovered in Hole 625B to

a terminal depth of 235.2 m sub-bottom (Table 2).

At 1200 hrs on 20 January we began to pull pipe with the

intention of leaving the site and cleared the mudline by 0100

hrs. Most of our operations in Hole 625B had been conducted in

gale force sea conditions with waves up to 18 feet and wind

speeds up to 50 knots. Upon retrieving most of the pipe we found



at 1515 hrs that sea conditions were so bad that we were unable

to bring the drill collars on board. A period of 5-1/'4 hours

elapsed before we decided that no abatement in sea state was

likely for some time. We therefore decided to trip pipe again at

2050 hrs and drill an overlapping APC Hole, Hole 625C, adjacent

to Hole 625B.

Hole 625C

The first core in Hole 625C was taken to overlap with Cores

625B-1H and 625B-2H so, assuming a water depth of 900 meters, the

drillstring was lowered to the 905 meters below sea level datum

(Table 3).

Core 625C-1H was retrieved at 0415 hrs, 21 January with a

recovery of 10 m. Three further HPC cores were taken

continuously to a terminal depth of 44.5 m sub-bottom (Table 3).

Core recovery was good in these four cores despite 14 foot waves

during operations. When split, they showed excellent correlation

with color banding in cores from the previous hole. Core 625C-3H

was more disturbed than the others and contained a displaced

O-ring.

With the prospect of better sea conditions allowing us to

retrieve the drill collars, we began to pull pipe in Hole 625C at

1030 hrs and cleared the mudline at 1130 hrs on 21 January.
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All drilling operations were completed at Site 625 by 2018

hrs on 21 January. We got underway at about 2300 hrs and began

streaming the seismic gear, employing an 80 cu. in. water gun, in

a northward direction away from the site. After some initial

delays because of inexperience with deployment of the new

equipment, we were able to turn and run southeast towards the

site. The ship passed within 0.5 km of the beacon position at

0507 hrs, 22 January and we obtained a reasonable reference

seismic record over Site 625 which showed evidence of a slump

unit at depth in the section (Figure 3). We departed the Site 625

area at about 0600 hrs on 22 January and headed in the direction

of Key West.

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY

The sediments recovered from the three holes drilled at Site

625 show a general increase in carbonate content downhole and

consist of nannofossil ooze, marly nannofossil ooze, and

calcareous mud that can be divided into two lithologic units

(Figure 4) as follows:

(1) Lithologic Unit I, recovered from 0 to 75 m

sub-bottom, containing interbedded calcareous mud and marly

nannofossil ooze; and, indicating a late Pleistocene age.
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(2) Lithologic Unit II, recovered from 75 to 235 m

sub-bottom, containing interbedded marly nannofossil ooze and

nannofossil ooze.

Hole 625A

Hole 625A consisted of one mudline core and five wash cores

separated by large washed intervals (Table 1). Two of the wash

cores (Cores 625A-2W and 625A-4W) were empty. Three of the four

cores that recovered sediment were described; all were strongly

deformed by drilling. The cores contain interbedded gray, light

gray, and olive gray calcareous mud, marly nannofossil ooze, and

nannofossil ooze. Both the cored lithologies and carbonate bomb

data document a general increase in the abundance of calcareous

components downhole, from about 20% at the top to about 70% at

the bottom of the hole (Figure 4). Pyrite occurs throughout all

the cores as specks, blebs, and nodules.

Hole 625B

Hole 625B was the deepest and most continuous of the holes

drilled at Site 625. The continuous recovery at this hole

allowed division of the sedimentary section into the two

lithologic units described above (Figure 4), based on cored

lithologies and carbonate bomb data. All the recovered sediments

contain pyrite specks and blebs; at several horizons, pyrite

12



nodules were found. APC/XCB coring techniques provided generally

undisturbed cores that preserved sedimentary structures and

evidence of bioturbation (mainly Zoophycos and Chondrites).

Several vertical burrows were described. Also, many shell

fragments ranging between 0.5 mm and 2-3 mm in diameter occur in

the column.

Hole 625C

This hole was the shallowest drilled at Site 625. The

sedimentary column consists of Pleistocene calcareous mud and

marly nannofossil ooze typical of the Lithologic Unit I sediments

described at Holes 625A and 625B (Figure 4). The four cores

recovered.from this hole were slightly disturbed by coring,

although structures were still clearly observable. Most of the

observed structures resulted from bioturbation (Chondrites and

other burrows). Pyrite streaks and spots and shell fragments

(0.5 to 3 mm) appear throughout the column.

BIOSTRATIGRAPHY

The Pliocene to Pleistocene sediments recovered at Site 6.25

contain variable amounts of planktonic and benthic foraminifers,

calcareous shells, and skeletal material, including ostracods,

pteropods, sponge spicules, bryozoans, tintinnids, algal cysts

and small gastropods. The frequent occurrence of many

shallow-water taxa indicates downslope transport of material to

13



Site 625 throughout Plio-Pleistocene time.

As no calcareous microfossil specialists were present among

the shipboard party and time for paleontologic studies was

limited, the age determinations presented here are subject to

significant revision based on further shorebased study of Leg 100

samples. Calcareous nannofossil determinations were based on

Martini (1971), Gartner (1977) and Haq (1979). Foraminiferal

dates were obtained using Lamb and Beard (1972) and Stainforth

et al. (1975).

Hole 625A

The presence of Emiliania huxleyi in the nannofossil

assemblage of Sample 625A-lR,CC (2.8 m sub-bottom) indicates an

uppermost Pleistocene age (NN 21), suggesting that the mudline

was successfully recovered in Hole 625A. Sample 625-2W,CC (43.0

m sub-bottom) contains an upper Pleistocene nannofossil

assemblage including Helicopontosphaera kamptneri, Gephyrocapsa

caribbeanica, Gephyrocapsa oceanica, and small Gephyrocapsa. The

foraminifers in the first two cores include pink Globiqerinoides

ruber, Globorotalia truncatulinoides, Orbulina universa,

Globorotalia crassoformis, and Globorotalia menardii, all

indicating an upper Pleistocene age.

The nannofossil Pseudoemiliania lacunosa appears in Sample

625A-3W,CC (91.0 m sub-bottom), suggesting a middle Pleistocene

14



(NN 19) age. Core 625A-4W (129.7 - 139.2 m sub-bottom) was a

water core. Sample 625A-5W,CC (187.2 m sub-bottom) contains the

first discoasters observed in this hole, indicating that the

Pliocene-Pleistocene boundary lies between 91.0 and 177.7 m

sub-bottom depth, in Hole 625A. Samples 625A-5W,CC (187.2 m

sub-bottom) and 625A-6W,CC (234.9 m sub-bottom) contain the

nannofossils Discoaster brouweri and D. cf. asymmetricus,

suggesting a late Pliocene age (NN 18).£

Reworked older Pliocene and Miocene nannofossils provide

evidence of erosion and redeposition of sediments.

Hole 625B

Sample 625B-1H,CC (7.9 m sub-bottom) is barren of

nannofossils, but Samples 625B-2H,CC (17.4 m sub-bottom) and

625B-3H,CC (26.9 m sub-bottom) contain £. huxlyei, suggesting an

latest Pleistocene age (NN 21). . The foraminiferal assemblage,

including pink G. ruber and G. truncatulinoides, supports this

assignment.

Pleistocene material occurs down through Sample 625B-11H,CC

(92.2 m sub-bottom), where lower Pliocene nannofossils (such as

Cyclococcolithinia macintyrei) and foraminifers (such as

Globorotalia tosaensis) are found. In Sample 625B-12H,CC (100.8

m sub-bottom), the first abundant D. brouweri are noted,

indicating a Pliocene age (NN 18). The rest of the section in

15



Hole 625B, Samples 625B-13H,CC (109.5 m sub-bottom) through

625B-27X,CC (235.2 m sub-bottom), contains an apparently complete

Pliocene sequence (to NN 13?). No significant biostratigraphic

gaps were detected on the basis of cursory shipboard nannofossil

scans.

Hole 625C

Four HPC cores were recovered from Hole 625C for a total

penetration of 44.5 m sub-bottom. All four cores contain

Pleistocene nannofossils.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Cores retrieved at Site 625- were processed through a

systematic series of analyses in the shipboard physical

properties laboratory. A density scan using the GRAPE was made

on all whole-round sections (excluding core catcher samples) soon

after the sections were brought into the lab. All cores were

then allowed to reach thermal equilibrium (a four-hour wait),

after which measurements of thermal conductivity were made

utilizing the von Herzen probe technique. Core sections were

then split and sampled immediately in order to avoid any changes

resulting from desiccation. Analyses performed on samples of the

split sections were (in order of execution) vane-shear strength,

compressional-wave velocity, and index properties. All tests

were performed where minimal coring disturbance was observed.

16



The vane-shear test was done adjacent to the location of the

sample used for compressional-wave velocity and index properties.

These physical properties tests were performed following standard

routines described by Boyce (1976, 1977). Index properties were

measured using a compensated balance technique and a pycnometer

for volumetric determinations. Helium was used as the purging

gas.

All index properties (bulk density, water content, porosity,

void ratio, and grain density) were corrected for an interstitial

water salinity of 35°/oo. Carbonate bomb analyses (Mueller and

Gastner, 1971) were carried out on dry residues of the physical

properties samples.

Results

Index properties from Site 625 show the strongest gradient in

the uppermost 60 m (Figure 5). In this interval, bulk densities

increase from surficial lows of 1.52 g/cm to approximately 1.65

g/cm . Similarly, water contents (expressed relative to the

weight of dry solids) decrease from 94% at 1.25 m to an average

of 65% at 60 m sub-bottom. Porosity follows suit, decreasing

from 80% to 65% over the same interval.

Below 60 m sub-bottom, the gradients of index properties

decrease dramatically. With the exception of a few

outliers, bulk densities change only 0.15 g/cm over the

17



interval from 60 to 230 sub-bottom. Other index properties such

as water content and porosity behave similarly (Figure 5).

Undrained shear strength, as measured by the miniature vane,

is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of depth. Strengths show a

slow increase with depth to approximately 80 m sub-bottom,

ranging from 3.5 to 38 kPa, and have less scatter than strengths

from the underlying section. Below 80 m sub-bottom, the sediment

shear strength increases abruptly and exhibits much greater

variability. This may be a combined result of sediment

lithologic changes and artifacts resulting from drilling. The

depth interval 150-170 m sub-bottom includes the highest

strengths measured, reaching values in excess of 110 kPa.

Compressional wave velocity analyses were performed using the

Hamilton frame device. All measurements discussed were made

perpendicular to the bedding plane. Compressional wave

velocities ranged from a low of 1.47 km/sec to a high of 1.67

km/sec (Figure 5). In general, the downhole trend follows that

of index properties, with most changes occurring in the upper 60

m, becoming relatively constant below that depth. Velocities at

the base of the hole are 1.54-1.63 km/sec.

Thermal conductivities were generally measured every third

core section (i.e., two per core). A unit supplied by Dr. R. Von

Herzen (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution) provided the link

between a Pro-350 microcomputer and up to five probes. All tests

18



were made by inserting a probe through a small hole in the liner.

Thus, measurements were performed parallel to bedding. Figure 5

shows the distribution of thermal conductivities at Site 625.

These range from near mudline lows of 2.05x10" cal/cm'sec'deg to

2.91xlO~ cal/cm*sec*deg at 218 m sub-bottom. A rapid increase

in conductivity takes place in the uppermost 30 m. Between

30-60 m sub-bottom, values fluctuate around 2.5x10

cal/cm#sec'deg. A noticeable increase in thermal conductivity

occurs at 70 m sub-bottom, which may be correlated with the

change in carbonate content and lithology.

Discussion

The downhole distribution of physical properties data appears

to be mainly a function of burial, although the undrained shear

strength does reflect the lithologic boundary at 75 meters

sub-bottom. This lithologic break is represented primarily by an

increase in the percentage of calcium carbonate and, although

slight, it appears to affect both shear strength and magnetic

intensity which decreases at 60 m sub-bottom (see Paleomagnetics

section). However, a plot of shear strength against calcium

carbonate content (Figure 6A) illustrates the lack of an overall

coherent relationship between these two components. Similarly,

compressional wave velocity does not have a simple relationship

with carbonate content (Figure 6B).
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Burial is the primary agent in the early diagenetic history

of a deposit. Terrigenous and calcareous sediments typically

show a strong gradient in the uppermost section (0-20 m

sub-bottom) and more gradual gradients with depth. Bryant et

al. (1981) describe typical porosity profiles for sediments with

various amounts of carbonate. The reported porosity shifts that

they discuss for sediments with carbonate contents between 20%

and 50% and grain sizes of 60-80% clay-sized material is 65% to

50% over the uppermost 90 m. Results from Site 625 follow

similar gradients, although the actual values of porosity are

somewhat higher.

Another aspect of burial and its effect on changing physical

properties is the effective overburden stress applied by the

weight of the sediment pile. Skempton (1970) described a

relationship between undrained shear strength and effective

overburden stress for normally consolidated marine clays. This

relationship, expressed as a ratio of strength to stress, ranges

from 0.2 to 0.7. Figure 7 is a plot of the measured undrained

shear strength of Hole 625B sediments against the effective

overburden stress. The range defined by Skempton is also shown.

It is clear that sediments at Site 625 fall below the range

defined, which suggests that they are underconsolidated. This,

however, has been commonly observed in calcareous sediments

(Geotechnical Consortium, 1984). Comparison of the shear

strength-depth profile for Site 625 falls between those shown by

20



Bryant et al. (1981) defined for calcareous oozes and hemipelagic

terrigenous clays. The actual state of consolidation will be

addressed by later shorebased consolidation tests.

GRAPE analyses yielded several interesting pieces of

information. First, a number of pyrite nodules were located

within the calcareous sediments after the GRAPE scan exhibited

abrupt peaks of bulk density, commonly reaching values of 2.3-2.5

g/cm . Secondly, the GRAPE scan record was used to

cross-correlate Holes 625B and 625C (see Summary section).

Shifts in the bulk density trends at Samples 625B-2H-1,90cm;

625B-2H-2,100cm; and 625B-2H-3,50cm correlate within 10 cm with

related shifts and values at Samples 625C-1H-3,90cm;

625C-1H-4,100cm; and 625C-1H-5,55cm; respectively.

Core disturbance was visibly apparent in several cores where

flow-in or distorted bedding could be documented. Analysis of

water contents and porosities of sediments at this site reveal

that compaction is an additional source of core disturbance.

Decreases in both water content and porosity within given cores

are systematically repeated- downhole. This is noticeable

regardless of the care taken to avoid disturbance (and Section 1

of any core). Similar effects of HPC performance were discussed

by Walton et al. (1983) .
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PALEOMAGNETICS

The advanced hydraulic piston corer (APC) and extended core

barrel (XCB) corer recovered over 235 m of relatively undisturbed

Quaternary to Pliocene sediment at Hole 625B. The APC was also

used to recover over 34 m of Quaternary to Pleistocene sediment

at Hole 625C. Both of these holes were sampled for paleomagnetic

study. The rotary and wash cores obtained at Hole 625A were not

sampled because of the discontinuous (and highly disturbed)

nature of the cored section.

Whole-core magnetic susceptibility measurements were made on

each core section before the cores were split. The core sections

were passed through a 400-mm sensing loop which is part of the

shipboard Bartington Susceptibility Meter system. The meter is

interfaced to the Epson computer to allow for rapid measurements.

Measurements were made every 10 cm as each core section was

passed through the loop. The observed variations in magnetic

susceptibility downhole (Figure 8) appear to be related to

lithologic variations and provide a useful tool for correlating

between holes at a given site.

Discrete paleomagnetic samples were taken by pressing 7-cc

plastic cubes into the split face of the work halves of the

cores. The samples were oriented with respect to the vertical by

aligning an arrow marked on the box parallel to the edge of the
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core liner and pointing up core. Relative horizontal orientation

within each core was maintained by splitting each core so that

the double black line marked on the core liner was in the center

of the working half.

Samples were taken at nominal 1.5-m intervals (one per core

section). The direction and magnitude of the natural remanent

magnetization (NRM) of each sample were measured using a Molspin

spinner magnetometer. Five pilot samples were subjected to

progressive alternating field (A.F.) demagnetization studies at

50 - 100 Oe increments. The results of these studies indicate

that the magnetizations are univectorial and that A.F. treatment

at 50 Oe is adequate to isolate the characteristic remanent

magnetizations. On the basis of these studies, the remaining

samples which exhibited magnetizations well above the

instrumental noise level were demagnetized using a peak A.F. of

50 Oe.

The results after A.F. treatment at 50 Oe are presented in

Figure 9 as inclination and intensity plotted versus sub-bottom

depth. The declinations are not shown because of the lack of

orientation between cores. A dramatic drop in intensity is

observed at 64 m sub-bottom. Below this depth the magnetizations

are below the noise level of the magnetometer, and the results

are not plotted.
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The inclinations observed above 58 m sub-bottom group about

the axial dipole field value of 47.8° for the site latitude

(28.9 N ) , but exhibit a significant variation (of up to 20°)

about this value. Reversed polarity directions are observed

between 58 m and 63 m sub-bottom. Interpreting the normal

polarity zone observed from 0 to 58 m sub-bottom as the Brunhes

Chronozone is consistent with the placement of the

Pleistocene/Pliocene boundary between Cores 625B-11H and 625B-12H

by the shipboard paleontologists (Berggren et al., in press). The

magnetic reversal at 63 m sub-bottom is correlated with the upper

Jaramillo reversal, although this correlation is not well

supported because of the incomplete record downhole.

The inclination and intensity records obtained at Hole 625C

are plotted in Figure 9B. The positive inclination values are

consistent with the results observed in Hole 625B and are

interpreted as being correlative with the Brunhes Chron based on

the biostratigraphic results.

Orientation Tests

Four oriented cores were taken from Holes 625B and 625C. The

Eastman-Whipstock multishot downhole tool was deployed twice at

each hole. The tool worked successfully all four times, and

appears capable of providing the azimuth of the fiducial line

marked on the core liner with respect to magnetic north.
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The general agreement of the observed inclinations with the

predicted axial dipole field supports the^ interpretation that

these sediments are reliable recorders of the Earth's magnetic

field. Therefore, the normal polarity declinations should point

towards magnetic north. This allows a test of the accuracy of

the downhole orientation tool; i.e., the normal polarity

declinations should agree with the azimuth obtained from the

multishot system.

Unfortunately, in the two cores oriented at Hole 625B (Cores

625B-22H and 625B-23H), the remanent magnetizations were so weak

that it was not possible to make reliable measurements on any but

the uppermost sample from Core 625B-22H. This measurement agreed

well with the multishot results after a 180° orientation error

was discovered in the multishot assembly.

The tool was tested again at Hole 625C (Cores 625C-3H and

625C-4H). In these two cases, the quality of the paleomagnetic

data is good, but the observed declinations in the cores do not

agree with the multishot readings. Severe coring disturbance,

including 5 m of flow-in in the top of Core 625C-3H, makes it

difficult to relate the paleomagnetic data to the multishot

readings since the position of the undisturbed sediment within

the cored interval is not known.
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Further examination of the declination records obtained at

Holes 625B and 625C using the APC reveals that a number of cores

exhibit a rotation downcore. Detailed declination records from

Holes 625B and 625C are plotted in Figure 10. With the exception

of Core 625C-4H (Figure 10E), each of these cores shows a

counterclockwise rotation of the declinations when viewed

downcore. The magnitude of this rotation varies from 142° in

Core 625B-2H (Figure 10A) to 22° in Core 625C-1H (Figure IOC).

The magnitude of the rotation does not appear to be directly

related to the nature or amount of disturbance observed in the

tops of the cores. Unfortunately, the limited number of cores

suitable for paleomagnetic study obtained at this site make it

difficult to examine possible relationships between the nature,

magnitude and sense of rotation with lithologic characteristics

such as shear strength or water content.

In each case the rotations are counterclockwise looking

downcore. The APC was designed to prevent spiraling of the core

barrel as it enters the sediment by using a key-in-groove which

couples the scoping portion of the core barrel to the piston rod.

Examination of the core liners failed to reveal evidence that the

orientation pin had sheared, so it therefore appears that the

liners did not rotate during the coring process. Instead,

declination records suggest that a decoupling occurs between the

sediment and the core liner and that the sediment twists as it

enters the liner. Further documentation of this behavior in
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different sediment types is needed to clearly define the

parameters controlling the twisting process and to allow a

solution to this problem to be developed.

GEOCHEMISTRY

Geochemical investigations at Site 625 included carbonate

bomb and coulometer determinations of CaCCU and interstitial

water analysis to determine salinity. Coulometer determination

of carbonate was used on only a limited number of samples;

methods are described below. Carbonate bomb samples were

generally taken from the same intervals where smear slide samples

and physical property samples had been removed. 10-cm

whole-round interstitial water samples were taken from selected

cores in Holes 625A and 625B.

Analytical Methods

Determination of Carbonate

Oven-dried samples were ground to 50-100 mesh to ensure

homogenization and complete digestion of the sample during

carbonate bomb analysis (Mueller and Gastner, 1971). A one gram

sample was taken and placed in a carbonate bomb and 4 mis of

concentrated hydrochloric acid added to dissolve the carbonate.

The partial pressure of the evolved CO- (in p.s.i.) was compared

with a standard calibration curve. Precision is +5%.
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Analysis by CO~ coulometer required 30 milligrams of sample

powder prepared as above, digested with 2-4 ml 2N hydrochloric

acid. The evolved CO- was scrubbed, and transferred to a

coulometer cell where it dissolved in an ethanolamine solution

forming a titrable acid. The coulometer generates a base to

neutralize the acid. The amount of current required to complete

the reaction was registered, converted to units of CO2 evolved

from the sample, and normalized to percent CaCCU. Precision is

±1%.

The coulometer provides a very reliable, though more

time-consuming, measure of carbonate content. Results from

several samples analyzed by both the bomb and coulometer methods

fall within 5% of each other.

Interstitial Water and Salinity

Interstitial water samples were obtained by squeezing

sediment samples in Carver presses at pressures of 25,000-30,000

pounds. A few drops of the squeezed water were placed on a

temperature-compensated refractometer, measuring salinity (or

total dissolved solids) with a precision of _+!%.
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Results

Carbonate

The CaCO•j contents of analyzed samples from equivalent

positions in Holes 625B and 625C are comparable, indicating a

certain lateral continuity to sedimentary horizons. Figure 4

shows a plot of percent CaCO3 versus depth at Site 625. There is

a steady increase in CaCO3 content with depth, from around 10-20%

CaCO3 at the top of the holes, to around 60-75% CaCO3 at the

bottom. Variation in CaCO3 contents in the upper portion of the

section (above about 100 m sub-bottom) is much greater than at

the bottom (below about 170 m sub-bottom), indicating a greater

variety in the types or composition of sediments in the upper

parts of the holes.

Salinity

Salinity results for interstitial water samples are plotted

against depth in Figure 11. There is a steady decrease in

salinity from seawater values of about 34°/oo at the

sediment/seawater boundary (dashed line) to a low of around 32.1

/oo at 75 m sub-bottom. Values then steadily increase with

depth to 35.2 /oo at 215 m sub-bottom, the lowermost sample

analyzed at Hole 625B. Results from Hole 625A appear to support

the steady increase in salinity in the lower portion of Hole

625B. The salinity minimum at 75 m sub-bottom corresponds to
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changes in sediment physical properties at a similar depth, as

discussed elsewhere in this report.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Site 625 (target site FLA-1) was located on the West Florida

slope in 900 m of water and had as one prime objective the

testing of drilling operations and scientific laboratory

equipment during the shakedown cruise of JOIDES Resolution.

Drilling, scientific and technical staff were to be trained in

shipboard procedures prior to the first operational leg of the

Ocean Drilling Program.

Three holes were drilled at Site 625, the deepest of which

(Hole 625B) penetrated to a total depth of 235.2 m sub-bottom.

This hole was continuously hydraulic piston-cored with the APC to

a depth of 197.1 m through a Plio-Pleistocene section. It was

further deepened with the extended core barrel (XCB) to the

termination depth in the lower Pliocene. An earlier hole (Hole

625A) penetrated almost as deeply (234.9 m sub-bottom), but

recovered only one rotary core and a few wash cores while testing

rotary coring. The third hole (Hole 625C) attempted to obtain a

complete section of the uppermost Quaternary sediments by

overlapping APC cores taken in the previous hole between 5 m and

44.5 m sub-bottom.
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The primary scientific rationale in choosing to drill Site

625 was that we might date and define a number of unconformities

identified on regional seismic profiles that we expected would be

expressed as biostratigraphic gaps. Secondly, we hoped to

establish a refined magnetostratigraphic and biostratigraphic

history for the area that could be compared with models of

eustatic sea level change. Our lack of significant penetration

while testing drilling operations prevented our resolving the

ages of any of the regional unconformities. On the other hand,

we did recover a continuous Plio-Pleistocene sedimentary section

to the lower Pliocene (NN 18?) that will be of biostratigraphic

and paleoenvironmental significance.

Sediments recovered consist of calcareous ooze, marly

nannofossil ooze and calcareous hemipelagic mud. These sediments

become generally more calcareous downhole: CaCO^ content

increases from 10-20% at the top to 60-75% in the Pliocene

nannofossil ooze at the base of Holes 625A and 625B.

Preliminary nannofossil studies suggest that the

Plio-Pleistocene boundary is located between Cores 625B-11H and

625B-12H at around 92 m sub-bottom. This agrees well with the

location of the base of the Brunhes Chronozone at 58 m sub-bottom

and the location of the Jaramillo event at 65 m sub-bottom from

paleomagnetic measurements. Quaternary sedimentation rates were

thus about 51 m per million years.
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The sediment section was divided into two lithologic units

based upon a decrease in terrigenous content below 75 m

sub-bottom. A concurrent change at approximately 70-75 m

sub-bottom was observed in most of the physical properties

measured at this site.

One useful test that was carried out when Hole 625C was

drilled was a detailed comparison of Core 625C-1H (shot from 5 to

15 m sub-bottom) with the lower part of Core 625B-1H (0.0-7.9 m

sub-bottom) and upper part of Core 625B-2H (7.9-17.4 m

sub-bottom). Visual comparison between these cores shows that

the two sequences match very closely, and apparently no more than

about ten centimeters of material remained unsampled after this

double HPC coring. This was remarkable because these cores were

collected in adverse sea conditions during gale force winds.

Support for these findings also comes from the GRAPE physical

property data and the magnetic susceptibility logs, which show a

similar match between the upper parts of the two holes.

A successful test of the multishot core orientation device

was made at this site. Evidence of an apparent twisting of the

core material as it enters the core liner is an observation that

will require assessment with further shorebased work.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Bathymetric map of the northeastern Gulf of Mexico

showing location of Site 625 and seismic profile

tracklines. Line 126 shown in Figure 2. Contours

in fathoms (meters). After Mitchum (1978).

Figure 2 Seismic profile line 126 from Mitchum (1978) (see

Fig. 1 for location). A major change in

sedimentary regime is interpreted to occur between

the Oligocene-lower Miocene unit and younger beds

(horizon F of Mitchum, 1978).

Figure 3 Water gun seismic profile over Site 625 collected

onboard JOIDES Resolution.

Figure 4 Core recovery, lithology, age, carbonate content,

and porosity of Hole 625B sediments.

Figure 5 Lithology and physical properties of Site 625

sediments. A. Bulk density; B. Water content; C.

Porosity; D. Undrained shear strength; E.

Compressional-wave velocity; F. Thermal

conductivity. G. CaCO, Content. Graphic lithology

symbols given in Figure 4.
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Figure 6 Undrained shear strength (A) and compressional-wave

velocity (B) versus carbonate content of Site 625

sediments.

Figure 7 Undrained shear strength as a function of depth.

The upper right curve represents the jji situ

effective overburden, and the hatched area is the

zone defined as normally consolidated using

Skempton s (1970) criteria. Hole 625B sediments

appear underconsolidated based on this

interpretation.

Figure 8. Whole-core magnetic susceptibility plotted versus

sub-bottom depth for Holes 625B and 625C.

Figure 9. Details of inclination and intensity records

obtained from individual cores taken at Hole 625B

(A) and 625C (B) plotted versus sub-bottom depth.

Figure 10. Declination records plotted versus sub-bottom

depth. A. Core 625B-2H; B. Core 625B-4H; C. Core

625C-1H; D. Core 625C-2H; E. Core 625C-4H.

Figure 11. Plot of salinity (°/oo) versus sub-bottom depth in

sediment samples from Hole 625A (open squares) and

Hole 625B (open triangles). Seafloor salinity value

of 35 /oo shown in solid dot.
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TABLE 1

HOLE 625A

, SUB-BOTTOM DEPTH TOTAL PERCENT .

CORE TOP (m) BOTTOM (m) RECOVERY (m) RECOVERED4

1R 0.0 2.8 2.8 100

2W 2.8 43.0 0.04 0

3W 43.0 91.0 3.8 40

4W 91.0 139.2 0.0 0

5W 139.2 187.2 8.3 87

6W 187.2 234.9 4.1 43

Penetration: 234.9 m
Number of cores: 6
Total length of cored section: 50.3 m
Total core recovered: 19.0 m
Core recovery: 37.8 %

R denotes rotary-drilled core. W denotes wash core.
Wash cores are by convention placed at the bottom of the
washed interval, though we recognize that material
contained in those cores could come from any part of
that interval.
Percent recovery was determined by dividing the length
recovered by 9.5 meters (the total drilled interval at
the bottom of each washed interval).
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TABLE 2

HOLE 625B

, SUB-BOTTOM DEPTH TOTAL
CORES TOP(m) BOTTOM (m) RECOVERY

PERCENT
RECOVERED

1H
2H
3H
4H
5H
6H
7H
8H
9H

10H
U H
12H
13H
14H
15H
16H

17H
18H
19H
20H
21H
22H
23H
24X
25X
26X
27X

0.0
7.9
17.4
26.9
36.4
40.9
50.4
58.5
67.5
75.4
83.6
92.2
100.8
109.5
118.5
127.3
136.6
145.8
153.6
162.1
170.6
179.3
188.0
197.1
206.7
216.3
225.8

7.9
17.4
26.9
36.4
40.9
50.4
58.5
67.5
75.4
83.6
92.2

100.8
109.5
118.5
127.3
136.6
145.8
153.6
162.1
170.6
179.3
-188.0
197.1
206.7
216.3
225.8
235.2

7.9
9.9
7.2
9.9
4.7
9.9
8.8
9.5
8.3
8.2
8.5
8.5
8.1
8.9
8.6
9.1
9.2
7.9
8.1
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.9
6.4
9.6
5.3
5.7

100
100
57
100
103
103
108
105
109
100
98
98
92
99
98
98
99
102
95

101
97

100
99
67

100
55
61

Penetration: 235.2 m
Number of cores: 27
Total length of cored section: 235.2 πi
Total core recovered: 222.9 m
Core recovery: 94.8 %

1 H refers to hydraulic piston cores.
2 By the method of hydraulic piston coring used on Leg

100, APC core recovery measured on deck was given to the
driller as the amount to move the bit down before
shooting the next core. Inaccuracy in measurement of
core at this stage and failure to include core catcher
length frequently resulted in subsequent percentage
recovery calculations being greater than 100%.
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" CORES1

1H

2H

3H

4H

TABLE 3

HOLE 625C

SUB-BOTTOM DEPTH
TOP (m) BOTTOM (m)

5.0

15.0

24.8

34.7

15.0

24.8

34.7

44.5

TOTAL
RECOVERY (m)

10.0

9.8

9.9

9.8

PERCENT
RECOVERED

99

98

98

100

Penetration: 44.5 m
Number of cores: 4
Total length of cored section: 39.5 m
Total core recovered: 39.5 m
Core recovery: 100.0 %

H refers to hydraulic piston cores.
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OPERATIONS REPORT



The ODP Operations and Engineering personnel aboard JOIDES Resolution

for Leg 100 of the Ocean Drilling Program were as follows:

Operations Superintendent

Operations Superintendent

Supervisor of Drilling Operations

Special Tools Development Engineer

Operations

Operations

Operations

Operations

Operations

Glen Foss

Lamar Hayes

Archie McLerran

Pat Thompson

Steve Howard

Dave Huey

Claude Mabile

Stan Serocki

Mike Storms
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LEG 100 OPERATIONS REPORT

Leg 100 was the shakedown cruise of the Ocean Drilling Program's

research vessel JOIDES Resolution. This leg was informally divided into

two parts, one from 11-18 January, 1985 and the other from 18-29 January,

1985. Transfer of personnel was accomplished via three helicopter flights

on 18 January. A second helicopter personnel transfer occurred during Leg

100B after drilling Site 625. From an engineering/operations standpoint,

the primary objectives of this shakedown cruise were crew training and rig

floor compatibility.

Three holes were drilled at Site 625, the first site of Leg 100, during

the period 12-21 January, 1985. Site 625 is located at 28°49.9'N,

87°09.6'W, in approximately 900 m water depth.

Hole 625A

An acoustic positioning beacon was deployed at Site 625 at 2210 hours

on 12 January. The rotary coring system was then lowered to 890 meters

water depth. This pipe trip began at 0815 hours on 15 January. Core

625A-1R, the first core of the Ocean Drilling Program, was recovered at

0250 hours on 16 January 1985. A total of six cores, separated by washed

intervals, were taken from Hole 625A. Each core required from three to

five hours recovery time. Coring operations were suspended at 1134.8

meters (234.9 mbsf),, after shakedown of the rotary coring system was

declared successful. To check the integrity of the hydraulic bit release,

a go-devil was pumped down the drill pipe. The go-devil seated properly
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and the bit was released with 1250 psi pressure. The drill pipe was then

tripped out of the hole. Hole 625A was terminated on 17 January 1985.

Hole 625B

Hole 625B was cored with the APCACB coring device. A non-magnetic

drill collar was included in the APCACB bottom hole assembly (BHA).

Twenty-three cores (625B-1H through 625B-23H) were collected with the

advanced piston corer. Only one to one and a half hours were required to

core and retrieve each core barrel. An Eastman-Whipstock Magnetic

Multishot was deployed and successfully tested on cores 625B-22H and

625B-23H. The APC was replaced by the XCB coring system at 1097 m depth

(197.1 mbsf). Four cores (Cores 625B-24X through 625B-27X) were retrieved

with the XCB before reaching total depth at 1135.1 meters (235.2 mbsf).

The drill string was then tripped out to the BHA.

The first helicopter transfer, involving a switch in members of both

the ODP and SEDCO crews, occurred during drilling at Hole 625B.

Hole 625C

The weather had started deteriorating during recovery of the last three

or four cores from Hole 625B, but the ship remained very stable and coring

operations were not affected. The winds were gusting to 45 knots, causing

15-17 ft swells, when SEDCO decided that conditions were too bad to send

personnel up in the derrick to set the drill collars back. 1515 hours to

2030 hours on 20 January were spent "waiting on weather" (WOW) while
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positioning over the beacon. Rather than lose more time while WOW, we

decided to trip the same BHA back to the mud line for Hole 625C. Four

cores (Cores 625O1H to 625C-4H) were taken with the XCB from the mud line

to 944.5 meters (44.5 mbsf). The weather had moderated sufficiently by

1030 hours on 21 January to resume normal operations. The pipe was pulled

out of the hole (POOH) and the ship got underway to the second helicopter

rendezvous area at 24°43fNf 79°49'W.

Drill Pipe Severing Test

While waiting for the helicopter to arrive with additional scientific

personnel, crew training and equipment evaluation continued. With the ship

positioned in approximately 500 meters of water, the drill pipe was tripped

in to 364 meters below sealevel. Three joints of down-graded drill pipe

were on the lower end of the drill string. A new drill pipe severing

system consisting of 31 pellets of RDX explosives was lowered to 360 meters

on the ODP logging line. The explosives were detonated, successfully

severing the bottom joint of drill pipe. The drill pipe was tripped out

and the second helicopter rendezvous completed. The ship got underway to a

re-entry test site in the Florida Straits.

Re-entry Test Site (No Site Number)

A beacon was deployed at a re-entry test site in the Florida Straits at

0630 hours, 24 January 1985. This site was located at 25°43,71'N,

79°43.69'W, in 525 meters of water. A rotary core barrel (RCB) bottom hole

assembly was made up for the jet-in test. Tripping-in operations were
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suspended with the bit 183 meters below the rig floor, when we began to

experience severe drill string vibrations causing the drill pipe to slam

into the aft side of the drill pipe guide shoe. These vibrations had

started when the first stand of drill collars was lowered below the keel.

The problem was attributed to a three to four knot current, and the

decision was made to abandon this hole since these conditions could cause

the loss of a BHA or damage to the drill pipe guide.

The ship was moved four miles south to target site BAH-1B (28°38'N,

79 39'W). We lowered a beacon suspended on the taut wire for temporary

positioning to determine currents. One stand of drill collars was lowered

below the keel, and we again felt the current-caused vibrations. The drill

collar was raised above the keel and the taut wire and beacon retrieved.

The ship was then moved in dynamic mode to target site BAH-1C

(25°24.6'N, 79°33'W). A 16-kHz beacon was deployed, but the ship was

unable to position over the beacon due to erratic signal. The taut wire

with a 15.5-kHz beacon was lowered and we experienced the same positioning

problem, attributed to the beacon waving in the strong current. The

15.5-kHz beacon and taut wire were retrieved.

We decided to return to target site BAH-1A to position over the beacon

that was deployed on 24 January. This was the only site of the three

attempted at which the beacon provided a constant signal, and positioning

was not a problem. Upon arrival at target site BAH-1A we had a good signal

and positioning was no problem. However, due to the continuing strong

currents we did not try to drill here. The vessel then proceeded to yet
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another re-entry test site located at 26°22.7'N, 79°08.8
f
W, at 1545 hours

on 25 January 1985.

At this final re-entry test site, we deployed a beacon and tripped in

with an RGB coring assembly. We recovered 6.7 meters of sediment in the

first core (unnumbered), establishing the mud line at 525 meters below

sealevel. A center bit was then deployed on the bottom of a core barrel to

make a "jet-in test" for 16-inch casing frαn the mud line to 548 meters

below sealevel (23 mbsf). The drill pipe was tripped out to assemble a

re-entry cone, and a running tool was made up. The rotary table was set

out and the re-entry cone run and landed on the moonpool doors so that the

sonar reflectors could be installed. Two joints of 16-inch casing were

made up and latched into the re-entry cone. The running tool was lowered

into its housing and the system functions tested. The moonpool doors were

then opened and the re-entry cone lowered until the bottom of the 16-inch

casing was four meters above the mud line. The top drive was then picked

up and the 16-inch casing washed down until the casing shoe was at 554

meters below sealevel (29 mbsf). The drill pipe was unlatched from the

cone/casing assembly and raised until the 9-7/8 inch core bit was five

meters above the re-entry cone.

The Mesotech Scanning Sonar tool was rigged up and run. The re-entry

cone was located and re-entry achieved on the second attempt. The Mesotech

Scanning Sonar tool was then retrieved and an EDO Western Sonar tool run.

Re-entry was confirmed after scanning for half an hour. The following ten

hours were used to check out the re-entry systems and maneuver the ship; no

further cores were taken. The trip out of the hole was finished and the
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drill ship was underway at 2045 hours on the 28th of January 1985. Leg 100

ended when the ship arrived in Miami at 1045 hours, 29 January 1985.

Most of the rig floor equipment and all of the coring tools were new to

the SEDCO crews, which caused some delays in drilling and tripping

operations during the first few days of the shakedown. However, both crews

had improved measurably by the end of Leg 100. A number of specific areas

were identified where equipment changes and modifications to equipment are

required before final acceptance of the drillship, but none of the

modifications delayed the start of Leg 101.
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OCEAN DRILLING PROGRAM
SITE SUMMARY

SHAKEDOWN - LEG 100

WATER NUMBER MbTKKS METERS PERCENT METERS TOTAL
HOLE LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH (m) CORES CORED RECRVD RECRVD DRILLED PENETRA,

625A 28°49.9N 87°09.6W 899.9 6 50.3 19.0 37.8 184.6 234.9899

899

900

.9

.9

.0

6

27

4

50

235

39

.3

.2

.5

625B 28°49.9N 87°09.6W

625C 28°49.9N 87°09.6W 900.0 4 39.5 39.5 100 39.5

TOTAL 37 325.0 281.4 86.6 184.6 509.6
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SPECIAL TOOLS REPORT

The special tools effort during the second half of Leg 100, the

shakedown cruise of JOIDES Resolution, was aimed at:

(1) attempting to successfully run all of the general coring tools and

associated equipment;

(2) familiarizing the operations/engineering staff with shipboard

capabilities;

(3) training the rig crew members on the procedures and techniques

required in using and maintaining the coring equipment; and,

(4) evaluating the new equipment which has either been changed or

introduced to the coring operations during the break between the last

cruise of Glomar Challenger and the shakedown cruise.

The operations/engineering staff also spent a significant amount of

time checking out the general state of the coring equipment aboard the

vessel, identifying missing parts, and doing modification work where

necessary to keep the rig floor efforts from being delayed or handicapped.

General Equipment, Parts Inventory, Tool Shop

The new coring equipment tool shop is excellent, providing quick access

to the many coring tools and parts needed to support rig floor coring

operations. The shop is ideal for storage of about 60-70% of the spare

parts which must be kept on hand. During the second half of the shakedown
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cruise, an effort was made to coordinate the computer inventory of these

parts with actual inventory on board. Several significant discrepancies

were found during this operation, most notably a quality control problem

with the XCB cutter shoes recently fabricated in College Station.

Advanced Piston Corer (APC)

The latest version of the Hydraulic Piston Corer (APC Mod. II) was

introduced during the shakedown cruise. Core quality varied from poor to

good. We observed excessive flow-in in many of the cores, especially those

with full-stroke penetration. There was also an abnormally high number of

liner seal sub O-rings found in the cores (perhaps 75% of the cores had one

or more Oring). Both of these problems were attributed in part to balky

flapper core catchers. The flapper core catchers are scheduled for a

complete design review in the near future. The stock on hand will be

inspected and modified as required during Leg 101 to ensure that the ones

we have will give the best possible results.

Rig floor handling of the APC was very good. No problems with general

piston coring capabilities were identified. The heave compensator cannot

currently be used with the APC, although for reasons of core quality during

poor weather as well as positive core depth control this would be highly

desirable. A review of this subject is necessary to indicate the best ways

to upgrade our capabilities.
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Extended Core Barrel (XCB)

The latest version of the Extended Core Barrel (XCB-101C) was deployed

for the first time on the second half of the shakedown cruise. A number of

design improvements have been incorporated in the tool since it was last

used during DSDP. The XCB performed without any difficulties during the

four or five times it was deployed at Hole 625B. All of the new features

appeared to function as designed. Core quality was up to our expectations

for XCB coring.

APC Core Orientation

The all-new core orientation system based around the Eastman-Whipstock

Magnetic Multishot tool was deployed successfully on Leg 100. Rigging up

the non-magnetic sinker bar assembly and pressure case proved to be

difficult. Both pressure cases required cleaning of the O-ring seal

surfaces before being run, but once deployed performed perfectly. The

pressure case and sinker bar assembly was first run empty to determine

watertight integrity, then two oriented cores were taken. The films from

these two deployments at Hole 625B were excellent; interpretation of the

films to determine the shot containing the actual orientation of interest

proved to be simply a matter of looking for the only clear photos.

Correspondence of the measured orientation azimuth with paleomagnetic

data from the cores was inconclusive due to the amount of core disturbance

and the relatively weak magnetic quality of these particular sediments.
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Hie paleomagnetist did, however, detect enough data to suggest that our

measurements appeared to be 180° out of phase with the slight indications

he was getting. The mechanical alignment of the sinker bar assembly was

inspected and a 180 error was indeed identified.

The orientation system was reprised on the next hole for two more cores

higher in the sedimentary column (Cores 625C-3H and 625C-4H). Once again,

the results were mechanically and photographically excellent but did not

correlate well with actual core magnetic data. The cores were disturbed

more than normal (possibly due to the .flapper core catchers mentioned

earlier), and it appeared that the core may have rotated into the liner

rather than entering straight.

The minor shortcomings of the present pressure case design were

evaluated. A redesign will be initiated immediately so that additional

equipment can be ordered with the improvements already incorporated.
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TECHNICAL REPORT



The ODP Technical and Logistics personnel aboard JOIDES Resolution for

Leg 100 of the Ocean Drilling Program were as follows:

Manager of Logistics and
Technical Support

Laboratory Officer

Laboratory Officer

Laboratory Officer

Curatorial Technician

Curatorial Technician

Curatorial Technician

Curatorial Technician

Supervisor of Computer Services

Shipboard System Manager

Shipboard System Manager

Shipboard System Manager

Chemistry Technician

Chemistry Technician

Chemistry Technician

Chemistry Technician

Electronics Technician

Electronics Technician

Electronics Technician

Electronics Technician

Yeoperson

Yeoperson

Public Information - ODP

Bob Olivas

Dennis Graham

Ted "Gus" Gustafson

Burney Hamlin

Steve Asquith

Jerry Bode

Bob Hayman

Diana Stockdale

Jack Foster

Daniel Bontempo

John Eastlund

William Meyer *

Tamara Frank

Bradley Julson

Gail Peretsman

Katie Sigler

Randy Current

Dan Larson

Dwight Mossman

Mike Reitmeyer

Wendy Autio

Michiko Hitchcox

Karen Riedel
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Photographer

Photographer

Photographer

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Marine Technician

Underway Geophysics

Underway Geophysics

Underway Geophysics

John Beck

Roy Davis

Kevin DeMauret

Larry Bernstein

Mark Dobday

Bettina Dαneyer

Jenny Glasser

Henrike Groschel

Skip Hutton

Jessy Jones

Bill Mills

Matt Mefferd

Mark "Trapper" Neschleba

Joe Powers

Kevin Rogers

Christian Segade

Don Sims

John Tauxe

John Weisbruch

Ken Griffiths

Bill Robinson

Mark Wiederspahn
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INTRODUCTION

The primary technical goals of the shakedown cruise were these:

(1) to verify that all drilling, navigation, drill pipe severing,

logging winch, laboratory and geophysical systems are operational,

(2) to familiarize the scientists and technicians with laboratory

equipment, core handling, and sampling procedures,

(3) to familiarize the SEDCO drilling crews with ODP equipment and

procedures,

(4) to acquire instrumentation data on the ship's systems,

(5) to acquire cores from an area of scientific interest, and

(6) to familiarize ODP and SEDCO personnel with the drilling program.

On January 11, 1985, JOIDES Resolution sailed down the Pascagoula

shipping channel to begin Leg 100. Leg 100 was divided into Parts A and B,

with a mid-cruise personnel transfer by helicopter on January 19. Three

holes were drilled, with 281.3 meters of core recovered. The leg ended

January 29 in Miami, Florida.

FANTAIL

After leaving Pascagoula, the seismic gear was rigged in case a site

survey was needed. One 80-cubic-inch water gun was readied but initial

testing was postponed. Underway from Site 625 to Miami, a magnetometer,

streamer, and two 80-cubic-inch water guns were deployed. Fantail-to-bridge

communication was accomplished by walkie-talkie. Most replacement parts

were stored in the fantail cabinet while bulky spares and cable were put in

the lower sack storage area.
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UNDERWAY GEOPHYSICS LABORATORY

Most equipment in the lab was checked out and functioned well on Leg

100. The 12 kHz transducer was installed but it is almost unusable at

speeds greater than 4 or 5 knots. We have temporarily patched into the

ship s 12 kHz transducer. The 3.5 kHz record was satisfactory especially

when using the correlator at speeds less than 10 knots.

The dedicated regulated power for the lab was stable except when

steaming at high speeds and during certain drilling operations. Then,

distortion on the 60 Hz power line sometimes caused computer programs to

crash.

Satellite navigation data are not available in the lab because RS-232

and video interface boards were not in the ship s Satellite Navigation

system. We intend to obtain these boards from the Challenger system

(similar to SEDCO/BP 471's) presently in storage. Software will be written

soon to log Satellite Navigation and other data in the tape header.

RE-ENTRY SYSTEM

Both re-entry systems were installed and run on Leg 100. The Mesotech

system was run first, using a 2-1/2" transducer, and two re-entries were

made. To check the range of the tool, we offset the ship 300 feet from the

cone and had a strong return all the way to the end of the deck unit's

longest range scale (100 meters). This tool has been returned to Mesotech

to have the sweep speed increased; it should be ready for Leg 102, with
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Mesotech's standard 3" transducer. Except for the slow sweep speed, the

tcol's excellent resolution and range, color imaging, multiple display

formats, self-calibrating capabilities, and ease of handling and operation

left us very impressed and looking forward to our next chance to use it on

Leg 102.

The EDO re-entry tool was also run, and operated satisfactorily.

Multiple re-entries were made with it as well. The global high energy drill

pipe severing tool was installed and tested. The Cαmprobe cable measuring

system was installed and used for both the re-entry and shooting evolutions.

The logging cable has been routed via the winch cab to the underway

geophysics lab, three locations in the downhole logging lab, and the dynamic

positioning roαn.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES LABORATORY

The physical properties lab was equipped with the Hamilton frame

velocimeter, Jtykeham Farrance vane, a WHOI supplied thermal conductivity

unit, a pycnometer, an O-haus triple beam balance, a convection oven,

desiccator, and GRAPE unit. All equipment worked well after minor problems

were identified and resolved.

Location of equipment was changed from original plans due to

limitations of counter space. Work still to be done for this lab consists

of setting up a balance system like that in the chemistry lab, with a link

to the EACU in that lab. The thermal conductivity bench needs a short rack

on which to store samples until they reach thermal equilibrium.
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PALEOMAGNETICS LABORATORY

The paleαnagnetics laboratory equipment, with the exception of the

cryogenic magnetometer and accessories, was installed during the Pascagoula

yard period. A significant amount of time during Leg 100 was devoted to

testing the equipment, interfacing the equipment with the computers and

writing software to facilitate the use of the equipment.

CURATORIAL REPORT

Very little core was recovered from Part A of the shakedown cruise.

During Part B, core recovery was better but not as fast as is anticipated

during normal operations. Cores were not split until physical properties

analyses were completed, which in turn was dependent upon the rate of core

description. As this was a training cruise for the staff scientists,

describing the cores went very slowly. Sampling was always finished well

ahead of the next available split core, so our procedures were not put to a

test of time.

From the layout of the lab certain problems are anticipated. One is

the handling of the shipboard and shorebased sampling programs at separate

stations, making the curatorial tech primarily an overseer instead of a

participant while the scientists do the bulk of sampling and data entry

operations. This fact should be made clear to the scientists both in the

shipboard handbook and at the beginning of the cruise to prevent possible

conflicts. Another problem may be the boxing and stowing of the working

halves of cores. If there are multiple holes at one site the present rack

space will probably fill and require emptying before leaving the site.
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Boxing the working halves and moving the boxes may cause sane inconvenience

to other workers in the core lab.

By monitoring the flow of cores through the core lab, we were able to

eliminate or modify obvious problems. The curatorial technicians reversed a

core rack so that the orientation of the cores would remain constant

(top aft) from time of being cut into sections until being boxed for

storage. Of importance is a directive to split sediment cores from the top

down to alleviate possible problems with contamination. This means the

usual orientation will have to be reversed in the splitting room. The

technical staff agreed that HPC cores will be cut such that the double line

on the core liner will be on the working half and the single line on the

archive half.

The sampling software (SAM) was not ready for use, but the current

version was tested. Written documentation will make the program easier for

first-time users. Overall, SAM is a good idea and once the bugs are worked

out it will greatly facilitate data collection.

The problem arose of how to document core catcher samples. Paleon-

tologists take a core catcher sample to date the core, but according to the

ODP Curator, the samples need not be documented.

Another problem concerned the Interstitial Water (IW) samples. It was

decided that all IW samples that are not part of a request will be shipped

to the Gulf Coast Repository. Leg 100 IW samples are to be kept aboard

until after Leg 101. The squeezed water is not a sample taken but a sample

generated, and thus should not be part of the sample record until it is
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distributed to shipboard or shorebased scientists. All material generated

from the IW whole round samples will have "IW" in the code. The Chemist

will maintain a separate inventory of processed IW samples, poly tubes, and

glass ampoules. The Curatorial Tech will cross check the inventory with the

core log. It is the responsibility of the shorebased curatorial staff to

maintain the inventory, keeping track of what is available to the scientific

community and adjusting the inventory as samples are distributed.

CHEMISTRY LABORATORY

IXiring the shakedown cruise, the Chemists set up and tested the major

analytical systems, wrote computer software, resolved logistical problems,

and ran standards and samples on the new equipment. The equipment was

brought aboard in Pascagoula and set up after the ship left port. All

systems were functional by the end of the cruise.

The main problems that slowed the set-up time had to do with power,

water, and air conditioning. The air conditioning system must be balanced

with the fume hoods: if the hoods are turned off when not in use, the room

quickly overheats. Initially, the water was so bad on the ship that a

pre-prefilter was installed ahead of the prefilter in the lab's water

purification system. Regulated power was not available during much of the

cruise, but must be seen as a necessity. Most of the instruments are point

counters and any surge in power will ruin an analysis. If power surges kick

off the hydrogen generators or the gas chromatographs, our ability to

monitor hydrocarbons would be jeopardized. Ws need a reliable regulated

power source.
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X-RAY LABORATORY

Thirty percent of the equipment ordered for the X-ray laboratory has

been delivered and installed; this includes the XRD system and most of the

sample preparation equipment. Equipment still outstanding is the XRF

system, Haskris water chiller and Claisse Fluxer.

During the yard period in Pascagoula, the XRD system was installed but

was shut down until we were at sea. We hoped during the shakedown to

accomplish two objectives: to become familiar with the system, and to

prepare mineral standards for developing our own customized data base. We

were unable to pursue the first objective because shortly after leaving port

the goniometer controller began to malfunction. By manually readjusting the

goniometer each time we ran a few samples and generated some diffraction

data. We ran only a few samples because of the possibility of damage to the

X-ray tube from fluctuating voltage after the loss of regulated power. We

completed grinding our mineral standards. On Legs 101 and 102 we hope to

generate a data base.

THIN SECTION LABORATORY

An automated thin section production system with polishing system and

vacuum impregnation unit was set up in the lab, as well as a lap wheel, thin

section grinder, and precision saw. Zeiss microscopes were set up at

stations outside the paleontology sample preparation area and the thin

section lab. Technicians on both parts of the shakedown cruise made thin

sections from materials brought aboard.
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The ISI scanning electron microscope performed poorly after

installation. Replacement electronic components were sent out at mid-cruise

but the problems remained unresolved. A technical representative was

scheduled for the Miami port call to repair the unit.

COMPUTER SERVICES

The VAX computer system has performed flawlessly, even with the power

problems. All the installed work stations had diagnostic tests run on them.

Several Pro-350's had problems but we had adequate spares to keep them

going.

User training was performed both on an individual and group basis.

Application software developed during Leg 100 included CORELOG, CORE

SAMPLING (preview), GRAPE, VIDEO, PALEO, and THERMAL COND. Debugging was

done on site as operational functions were refined.

No reliable source of regulated power is the biggest problem for the

Computer Services Group. Even with our own power conditioning system in

addition to the "regulated" power supplied to the lab stack, we are not

sufficiently isolated from severe voltage fluctuations or spikes. The

generator strained whenever the draw works or thrusters were active. The

power regulator for the lab stack was down the second day at sea and still

had not been repaired by the end of the leg.

Inadequate air circulation in the machine room allowed the average

temperature to rise to 75 F. The main air conditioning blower seems to die

at irregular intervals. The auxiliary air conditioning is very noisy and
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takes up needed space in the user's roαn. A remote temperature sensor was

connected to the power conditioning system to shut down the computer in the

event of extreme heat.

The Aeroflex vibration isolators work well for the VAX system. The

ship seems stable enough so that the microcomputers will not need any

additional isolation. All equipment has been secured for rough weather.

YEOPERSON S REPORT

All library books were stamped and placed on the shelves. Both

library and paleontology lab books were inventoried and the library database

was updated. The two Xerox copiers, one in library and the other on the new

main deck, functioned well during the shakedown cruise.

SCIENCE LOUNGE

Only part of the equipment arrived in time for the cruise. The color

monitors were mounted and a VCR, borrowed from the photographic lab, was

used to play movie tapes. The remainder of the components should be in

Miami for Leg 101 installation.

SECOND LOOK LABORATORY

As the leg progressed, the consumables that filled the lab were stored

elsewhere. Some laboratory equipment (a set of drawers and a computer

terminal) was installed. This facility will make an ideal overflow lab on

specialized legs.
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PHOTO LABORATORY

This lab proved to be able to provide advanced photographic services

aboard ship, while managing large volumes of work and at the same time

maintaining high quality production. Most of the equipment is functioning

well and the work areas are adequate.

Problem areas in this lab concern communications, air conditioning/ and

water supply. The lab lacks a telephone extension and P.A. speaker. The

air conditioning in the hold deck storage is inadequate for the chemicals

stored there. Finally, it is imperative that the ship's water flow not be

interrupted, since some of the equipment requires chilled water for

operation.

REEFER CORE STORAGE AND FREEZER

We experienced no problems with these units. Stores requiring

refrigeration and sane bulk stores were kept here for convenience. A caged

area was built for the items needing refrigeration. Shelves for the walk-in

freezer were delayed so the few frozen samples were boxed. The refrigerated

and monitored storage for flammables was down the entire cruise.

STORES

The storage areas proved satisfactory for holding an estimated year's

supply of laboratory and office consumables. Air volume to the area dropped

during the leg, allowing temperatures to rise; if the problem is not
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resolved, bulk supplies such as photo chemicals will have to be refrige-

rated. The casing hold was decked with rough 3 x 12 oak and proved to be a

convenient staging and storage area for the remaining bulk supplies. Plans

were initiated to put in a second story level in the casing hold for bulk

consumables, stores, a work shop, and a gym.
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IIIHOIOOIC OMCHIPTION

Thfcj con contain. MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE (ml CALCAREOUS

SILTV CLAV that h « bam vary dnlurbed by drilline,.

Section I, 0 t • era nta.n dark payWl brown I2.6V4/2) MARLV

NANNOFOSSIL OOZE.

Below Section I . I t cm. in the rait ol Section I and in Section 2. the

con conuini p y (SVSM 10VRS/II MARIV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE

•>itf minor, l f αul i a>aai ol l•ahi pay lo dark pay ||0YRβ/l 6V4/II

oon. Minor mαllln and buiro<n occui in SactMMi I. 100 cm rh<ough

2. 30 cm. A patch ol coi.l and p•Mopud• occu i at Sact•on t. 137 141

Tha con catenae conuini ollva pay I6VS/2) CALCAREOUS SILTV

CLAV. Tha ult componant iπcluda< common to abundant qua>li and

mica.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARV IXI:

I I 1 124 2.26 2.4 CC 12
D D D 0 D

TEXTURE:

Sand

SMI

Clay

COMPOSITION:

OuarU

Faldtpar

Mica

Clay

Aoc nory MlnVDpq.

Foremini•eri

Nannolo tilt

Di•lum

Radnlariam

Sponga Spicula

Filh Rtmami

Plant Dabti>

Alβ l Cyttt

_
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90

4
Tr

2

so
2
1
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1

Tr
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_
_
_

_
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I
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1
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_
_
_
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Tr
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6
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_
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2

2
I t
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2
3
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Tr
_
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_
_

Tr
_

Ti

Tr
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6
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2
Tr
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_
_
_
_
_

aioatftAf t<mti

CORE TM CORED INTERVAL 902 / 142 » mbil; 2 » 43 0 mbil

UTHOLOαiC Oi>CRM IION

TM eon t empty e>cepl lor a 4 cm long piece ol very delormed. hp•i

oliM pay I6V /2I MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE in the core catcher

A pay I5V5/1I dtltu e bend approximately 3 mm thick occirn near rh

MP ol tha recovered materiel Several very dark pay I5V3/I) imaN tpeci

occur scattered throughout me ledimanl

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARV (%):

Silt

Clay

COMPOSITION:

Ouaro

FaM•par

M•ca

Clay

AocaaH>ry Min /Ope.

Foraminllari

Nannolo>lil

Radiolaiian•

Sponαa SpKura

Plant Dabrii

10

90

3
1
1

37
2
5

SO
Tr

1
Ti



SITE 625 HOLE A COME 3W

a o t i tα M /
lαu<tw>ui•>

CONED INTERVAL U2 t WO>•nb.1: 43 0 SITE 8 2 5 MOLE A CORE SW

niHOtoαic HKmru

%& §m a l Md<nMnt wan • >j-ji-1.ij ki Itll• txw The DO

aWilbad. * • m wri*l M M p>n vtd in >ha ^ t>ur>d •
at Mil m MtMl lo> >hlpbo f d aqu•pmanl • lata> d M

>OU • C U CII

COWEO INTERVAL 1038 I IQ•T 1 mb»l. 139 Z U? 2 n*nt

Tki M l cof<l m• marfK M r M o m i l n anlwl NANNOf OSSIl OO2E.
doπiiπwilly r v lo ol M fr V 15*5/1. *Vβ/l SVS/2 .r.<i SV /2) m calo
• i * mtna. inM> ol li^.i r V »»WM. rf""" r » I5V3/I 6V4/II and
dark •lna r V I5VJ/2 5V4/2I AN coto .a • l oni M r•d<t.onjl Bui
room •>• nim a id nl in tna laa>l ilHIurlMd po < αf>t ol Iti i » i fynM
•pact and bMn •>• p unl (h•oua •oul lha cα a. py it* lant occuif al
Sactiα>ii. R n .

SMEAR Sl OE SUMMARV IX»:

Sand
M l
Clay

COMPOSITION:

Mica
Clay
Ar<awwf Min.

NannoloM
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SITE 625 HOLE A CORE βW COWED INTERVAL 1067 t tt34fmb»l. <SM 234 β mb.1

HIHOiOOIC M C•JI T•ON

TM con cαnutm lt#h«» da<omMd. mottt d NANNOFOSS L OOZE and
MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE. Th oom ara domrnanlly r v 'o αlw
t> y (6Vβ/l SVβ/2» in color, wiih m•nα> IIH I V . I I al olirn r v ISVB/21.
n#il r Y I6Y7/1I tJ V (5V6/II. whil* ISVβ/ll. and dark r r 16V4/4I.
Th M coloi ••ri iioni occur m belli ditiuta and •haip band •nd m dm nct
burfow d bl b . Pytt occun M tp ct. bl bt. •nd llring rt ritπHiβiioul th*
c m ; l >c pv <H noduln 14 cm > 2 cm > 2 cm) occur in S ciran 1. 36 cm
•ndMcm.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY 1*1

TEXTURE:

Sand
Silt
Clay

Ou•ru
Fald>par
Mica
Clay
Catclta/DoromlM
Pyriia
Foramlπlran
Nannofouitt
R drolarMπt
Sponβ> Sp•eulM

t.s
D

6

46
6 0

2
1

Tr

3 0
-

Tr

7
to
Tr

Tr

M

1 0

4 0

6 0

1

Tr

Tr

36
Tr

t
|

6 0
_

_

1 1.120
D

3
42
65

1
Tr
Tr
37
Tr
_
2

00
_
_

2.20
0

_

β

as

-
_

61
6
—
-

4 0
_

-

2.70
D

Tr

16

as

-
_

3 6

15
_

-

6 0
_

3.14
D

_

6
•S

-

6
-
2
t

»0
_
_

HOLE B
1'MT <I I(XI /

'OSIU CMAKACffM

CORE 1H CORED INTERVAL 899 907•πl»l; 0 0 7 9 mfcil

LITHOlOβlC Dt Cnir>IIO J

T > dominant llmotofy r• SILT V CALCAREOUS MUO

Drill** draturbanc n i IMd m nty d•lorm d Mdtm nn in SKIioni 2
and 3. Modw nly d tormad tadimamt b iow Saci•αn 3

Top 00 cm ol S ction 1 It K>UµY. oll> βr y 15V t>2\ SILTV CAL
CAREOUS MUO Th. rama ndar ol Ih. cor. conúm ol pay I5Y
3/1) lodarti ray ISV 4/11. SILTV CALCAREOUS MUD

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY 1*1

2.100 3.30 4.B6 4.112 f.20
D 0 M 0 0

TEXTURE:

sm
Clay

COMPOSITION:

Quarn
Fakkpar
M M
Clay
C lciM/Dol./Carb.
Acmiory Min./opq.
Pyriia
Fo>ammM•n
Nannolouita
Spαnf Sp<cul a
Plant D•brn

16

βs

Tr

Tr

se
•
2
.

Tr

12

Tr

6

20

•0

12

Tr

Tr
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_
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_

16

Tr

5
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_
-
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-

_

_

s
_
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M
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SITE 625 HOLE B CORE 2H CORED INTERVAL 07 β 917.3 mbtl; 7 8 IMmb•l SITE 625

»Af ro >• /
ICH MCI•a

I

r

i•THoioαic Df

Thl c m contain* CALCAREOUS MUD and MARLY NANNOFOSSIL
OOZE, ralalnwly umtiilucbad by d.illiπa

Saclton 1 ihraurfh Saction 4. 6 cm. and lha top α Saction itirDu^>
tfca baM ol lha cβf contain oliw fray I6V6/2I CALCAREOUS H t M l
PELAGIC MUO. Black pyrita apack and buitow mottla occur Ihroufn
out.

An ln.ar.al ol Haπt olr a fray and Itfhl (ray lδV /2 lo βVβ/11 MARLY
NANNOFOSSIL OOZE with pyr•ta ttrln•an aWufhou< occun from
SKIion 4. SS cm tfuouah * • bar* ol Sact on 6. GrarJad b d occur In
Saciion 4 at M . 9β and 101 cm Foraminilan and •mall l < t mm) thaH
•raamaπt comlituia lha •and traction In trana mlarvali

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY I M

Sand
M
Clay

COMPOSITION.

Ouani
Fald par
Mka
Clay
Calclta/Oo omi<a
Pyrita
Foraminilan
Nanno ouil
Spona Spicula
F i * fl fn •ni

C lc Sh l i l F. ai
Al«al Cytn

1.60 2.M 4.1
D D O

4.24 C.7 β 100 74«
0 D D O

2 0
-

46

Tr

Ti

20
2

6 2

Tr

Tr

2 0

Tr

S
_

Tf

4
2

30
—

Tr

25
1r

12
—

Tr

6
-

6 0
-

-

HOLE B

a•o ta/>i >otHf

CORE 3Hj 17) CORED INTERVAL 917 3 926 6mbil, 174 26 9mb,!

HTHOtOOtC

Thi con conuinl MARLY NANNOFOSSIL OOZE and CALCAREOUS
HEMIPELAGIC MUD highly dntu btd al a ratull al bainf l kan Milhoul
a plnlic com linar llna linaf arn h mmarad into Ih cora batitl all r a•ii>al
on dack). Thu procadura producad nma •aciioni plu a co> catchar

Saction 1. 0 cm tfwou•t• Saction 3. 140 cm corxitt• ol MARLY NAN
NOFOSSIL OOZE, altarnatina. in color ban aan (ray ISYVII and oliv.
(ray (SY5/2I on app o Hi> i ly a I0 cm •cala

From Saction 3. 140 cm lo ih ba a o Saction 4. mora calcaraou aray
ISV6/I to SY6/II MARL V NANNOFOSSIL OOZE occun

Sactron 6. 7 and CC contain lr(ht oliva (ray Iβvβ/2I to (ray (5VS/I|
CALCAREOUS HEMIPELAGIC MUO.

Saction . 0 60 cm and aN o Saction• • and • contain orina (ray IS VS/21
MARLY NANNOFOSSIL OOZE.

Pyrl• ipack• and maM I < I mm| calcaraou tharl Iraamanα occur icat
larad thrαu houl tna cora

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY (XI

643 2 7 20
D O D

Silt
Clay

COMPOSITION:

OuarU
Mica
Votcanlc Gian
Araaonita
Pyrita
Foiamlni an
Nannoloβili
Sponfl Spicurai
Fi h R πi•int
Calc Sk.l.i.l Fra•

10

as

2
_

46

2
Tr

6
40
_

-

10
as

10
_

M

1
-
6

2 0

1

-

6 0

38

2
_

•4
-

-

1

3 0
_

-

10

86

5

Tr

42

2

2

10

35
_

1

6

9 3

2
1r

se
1

Tr

2

3 0
_

2



B CORE 3H(β,9,CC) CONED INTERVAL §17.3 926 8 mbil, O.4 2β 9 mb.
I I I 1 1 I 1 I — '

IITMOI OQIC Of SCfllPIION

SITE 625 CORE 4 H comomrmvAt 926 a 936 3,

titHoiocKOficniriiúM

Th*j core conlam MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE and CALCAREOUS
SILTV CLAV with link drilling di lurbenc

Gray (SVS/1 lo 6V6/I) MARLV NANNOFOSS L OOZE It found Ito
S clion 1. 70 cm through Sactkm 3. 60 cm. and in Section 4. 103 c

i th bate ol th core

A h>Φh) α k oui, li(M •T V (5V7/1I Inwt•l of MARYLY NANNO
FOSSIL OOZE occun bom S K I ion 6. 143 c n •htou ti SKiion β. 120

O ey I6VS/1I CALCAREOUS SILTV CLAV occur* in Section 1. 0 70
cm. and oliw grey I5V5/2I to dark pay I5V4/I) CALCAREOUS SILTV
CLAY it found horn Section 3. 60 cm through S clion 4. 103
( < 1 mm) celcer out shell Iregmentt con litut th predomiri
•out component in thi material.

Small
:elcar

Pyrlt occun throughout Iha core. Oitct t• buπowt are r
In darker inl rvalt ol mud. while moithnf it more comm<
oot intervals

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY |XI:

ipromineni
<l the li hter

1.106 2.10 3.M 463 S.2 6.60 7.24
D 0 D D D D 0

TEXTURE:

Sand

Silt
Clay

COMPOSITION:

Ou ru
FaMajw
Mica

Clay
Catcit /Dol /Rhombt
Acc uory Mm.
Aragonite
Foraminil i l
Nannolouilt
R diolari n
Sponge Sptcula
Fi nl Dab it

C»k Sk l l l Fr gi.
Algal Cytt>

6

SO

45

1

_

4 5

Ti

T I

_

40

_
_

I0

6
65
30

2

T i

30

1
Ti

SO
Ti

_

10

Tr

2 0

6 0

1
jt

2
60
Ti

T I

T I

7

Tr

10

2 0

2 0

6 0

6

1
6 0

1
1

Ti

1 0
Tr

10
1

6
45
60

5

T i

50
Ti

1

30

Ti

6
9

10
SO
40

2

3S

4 0

T r

I S

2 0

4 0

40

7
Ti

45

j

Ti

20
20

5



SITE 625

aiotrn
fc rouu

CORE SH CORED INTERVAL 936 3 940 8 mini; 36 4 40 9 mbll SITE 625 HOLE B CORE 6H

IITHOt OCIC OC CHIF>IION

Thai core contain) MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE and CALCAREOUS
SILTV CLAV. relatively undisturbed by drillin•. apart from ih top 20 cm
of t» core, which it toupy.

LleJ>i olfeo pay I6V6/2I MARL V NANNOFOSSIl OOZE It found from
Section 1. 72 cm rh>ouah the baa al the core. A highly catc i σui inter
val occun from Section 2. ISO cm Ihroueh Section 3. 62 cm.

OUm pay (6V6/2I CALCAREOUS SILTV CLAV occun In Section 1.
0 7 2 cm.

S dtmenti In Out con ore burrow mooted inroue>iout. wl#> meH dej
crate horiionul buπotm preterit Pyiite w> cki and tmaN I < 1 mm I
cekareout tfiell liefmentt occur throua^i the core.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARV IX):

1.106 2.61 2.102 3.74 3.114
) D D D D

Sand
Silt
Clay

COMPOSITION:

20 6 20 20
20 46 46 40
60 60 36 40

FeWβ•
Mica
Clay
Celcit /Dol Rhomb>
Areaonite
Foraminilen
Nanno<onill
Spona> Spicuka
Fiih Ramamt
Cere Skeleial Fr p.
Alaal Cytlt

—

_

6 0

2
Tr

6
20
Tr
_
6
_

—
-

6 0
_

T>
10
20
_

Tr

10
Tr

-
_

46
_

Tr
6

60
Tr
_

Tr
_

—
Tr

3 0

_

Tr

I0
60
_
_

I0
Tr

—

_

37
1

10
40
Tr
_

I0
2

Tr
-

6 0
_

Tr

6
30
_
_

16
Tr

CORED INTERVAL 940 8 950 3 mb.I 40 9 50 4 mb»r
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8

i

u
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aiotmAf IOM i
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|
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e
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Φ
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•
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e
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•
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•
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ntHOioGic of jCHirπof<

Thu con contai M MARLY NANNOFOSStl OOZE and CALCAREOUS
MUD. Ilitfilly lo m o *
•tructura viiible Iron

H t ly di •urbed by d•illini. with a
Section 3. 62 cm Ihrouah Sec

d <nnc

ion 4.
t How in

72 cm

Or y H olro wt ISV β'l to SV 6/2) MARLY NANNOfOSSIL
OOZE it found fi
and liom Section
mey occur in Sect

At Section 4. 30 e

am the toa al the core th ou|h Section 4. 30 cm.
6. 60 cn to the be e al
om 1, 3 end 4

thec Me Flow in material

m a tranfltion into darker a >v 16V 4/11CAICAR
EOUS MUD occutt. Ihi Inholofy contiπ
cm.

SmaM i<\ mml ceker ou• ttt
Ihrouehout

SMEAR SL OE SUMMARV IK)

TEXTURE:

Sand
Silt
Clay

COMPOSITION:

Quart*
F kt>par
Mica
Clay
Pyiite
AieeonlW
Foraminifen

Nannαfouih
Sponaa Spicuk•
riant Debrrt
Calc Skeletal Fr aa.

1.36
O

5
26
70

6
Tr

Tr

60
Tr
-

I 0

3 0

Tr

6

ue* through Seen

tell fraa•neπtt and •peck•

1.100 2.74
O 0

20 6
30 40
60 SS

5
-
3 Tr

16 25
3
6 Ti

20 20

50 4S

3
6

3 72
D

_

3 6

6 5

6

-

Tr

3 5

_

-

S

5 0

Tr

5

4 9
D

6
35
60

3
T i

T I

35
2
-

10

4 5

Ti

5

olpyi

5 25
D

3

3 7

6 0

I 0

3

2
5 0

T i

-

6

2 0

3
2

on 5. 50

ita occur

CC.S
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_

36
βs

6
Tr

Tr

20

-
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6
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SITE 625 HOLE B CORE 7 H COWED INTERVAL »S0 3 95B 4 π•b>l. 60 4 M i mb,( SITE 625

1 II

I

III
II

I ItHOI OGIC Ot CNIMIOM

Th dominant hrttαlow h dark pay <» α• • rwf CALCAREOUS MARL.

Mαd raM to w> r oVIIlin, dttnirb nc it ob• rv d In S ction I. 0 35 en,
and in S clion 3. 70 110 cm Th com ii untlotmly molit d th<ou Soul,
evid nc ol modarat to h avy btoturbition ol th ft dim nt. A J•rg•
o rtical burrow i• ob> n> d m S ction 6. 50 SS cm

Th major 1'rt•olθfr tt dark r V IBV4/I) to oH a fray (6Y2/II CAL
CAHEOUS MARL Pyrin occur n dark pariicl*. >i ibt on rh. ipllt
l o> of tfi cor . and a mall I I crn) potk i ol pynt n pr unt al S clion
β. 66 cm.

TH CALCAREOUS MARL trad*. Into an Innn l of ollv •> v (5Y5/II
to r f I6V6/1I MARLY CALCAREOUS OOZE from Section 2, 40 cm
IO S clion 4. 146 cm.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY 1*1.

1.116 2.72 4.2* 4.70 4.160 6 30 t.11
D D 0 0 0 0 0

Sill
Clay

COMPOSITION:

Quart!

FaMipar
Mica
Clay
CakiM/OolomiM
Acon ory Min/Oµq

•>MI
Fα nlnihK>
Nannolouilt
Spona SpiculM
Fith R m ini
P I > . I I > IMI.

Sk.l.l.l Frafr
Araaonit Naadlw

M
30

60

_

30
2

Tr
-
•
2
-

Tr
Tr
10
_

•6
30

30

_

30
Tt

-
10
30
Tr
_
_

Tr
Tr

76
16

30

1

12
_
-

26
S

20
_
_
_
Tr
Tr

45
36

10

_

34
Tr
-
-

10
30
Tr
_

Ti

16
1

16
75

2

_

60
11
Tr
-
3

26
_
_
_
7
2

16
77

6

_

36

-
Tr
6

46
_
_

Tr
10
Tr

40
46

30

Tr
40
Tr
-
1
2
6
_
_
2

16
_

HOLE B CORE 8H CORED INTERVAL 956 4 967 4 mbil, 56 5 67 S mb.l

UIHOtOCIC Of SCMFT ON

Thh cor conutu ol h•til (ray to li fcl ull« fr V MARLY CALCAREOUS
OOZE.

Stighl to modarat d.illint di tvrb no• i lidmtt l αm $Kl on I. 0 cm
to Section 2. 00 cm and •β in in S ction 3. 0 160 cm A lαu•l horn
coral wa• found at S ction I, 105 cm

Th dominant lithok>fy i> I I S I oli« •> y ISYoVtl io light fay I5Y7/II
MARLY CALCAREOUS OOZE. Py.it. occur! th.outf.oui Init int•rval
m dark parhclM >iubl on ih >plit l c ol ih co>

Litnt olw (i r I6Y6/1I CALCAREOUS MAUI oocun l>o•n Sacikm I.
0 cm to $Klion 3. 10 cm with a ar•d iion l contact with ih MARLY
CALCAREOUS OOZE.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY (XI:

3.76

Clay

COMPOSITION:

Ouartt
Clay
Calcit /Dσlomit
MM
Forammile•l
Nannolonüt
Plant M > n



HOLE B CORE 9 H CORED INTERVAL 967 4 976 3 mini, β7 6 76.4 i

UtMOlOQIC Of (CHlMION

Thu con lonwili o CAICAHEOUS MARL

Than to Unl to no »td nc ol d.ilhnt diuurb n<•. Th con U n m

tix<ly mottl d w l * Zoophycui butiow common tfituughαut F I J

m nti of c k ü M u i «li*f t•l m i K t nd py•it w common. A •nkro-

l ull with an app r nl no m l di pl c•m nifi ob >> d al S ction 1.44

Th dominant ilmo o y b d m pay I6Y4/1) to oil*, any (6V4/2I CAL

CAREOUS MARL which occun Irom S ction 3. 25 cm to Ih I M ol

n co> . Thi• htf>olo Y r • • n upcot Into li•hl αliv fc•y ISV /2) to

ol,« t y IBV4/2I MARLV CALCARtOUS OOZE which occur. Ir

S ciion 1, 0 cm to Section 3. 25 cm.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY (*|:

1.70 β.23

O 0

Soπd

SHt

C W
COMPOSITION:

Ou rU
Ctoy

Pyiit

Fu•mlnltan

N•nnolonih

Plant D<tMi>

Cak SkataMl F>a

IS Tr

35 I0

60 90

CORE 10H COB ED INTERVAL 976 3 9 β l 6 mbtl; 75 4 S3 6 rnbil

I I IMOLOÜIC Df scnirt•ow

Thu con contiib o MARLV CALCAREOUS OOZE.

Th n li littl to no evidence of drillma ditlurbanc . Th todimont if

mottl d with abundant buirowl at S ction 2. SS cm to 90 cm and in

S ciion 3, 100 cm to 130 cm. Pyill and Ir em πti ol c lcer out

mauαfo ul ar m bl on ih• iplil f c o Ih cot

Th dominant litholofy th>ou•h Φh interval i a liehl pay l5Vβ/2)

to Mehl oln f> V (5Yβ/ll to fi v I5Y5/1I MARLY CALCAREOUS

OOZE.

An mt rv l ol ll SI r•V I5Y9/1I MARLV CALCAREOUS OOZE with

thin lay i l ol lo m and •V Ul l clot (Mid occun l>om SKIIOΠ 5. 55

cm to 9β cm From S cl on 3. 94 cm to S ction 5. bt> cm. •n int r •l

o l• ht oliv. (i v I5Y8/2I MARLY FORAM SANO occun

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY (XI:

2.100 4.91 9.29

D O D

S nd
Sik

Cl y

COMPOSITION:

Ou•rtt

Mica

Cl y

Op qu >
For minif n
N•nr>olαuih

Cdc Sk r ul Frafi.

6

3 0

6 5

10
_

4 6

Ti

6
20
26

36

26

4 0

10

3

2S

-

2 0

15

22

IB

26
5 0

16

Tr

36

Ti

6
15

20



SITE 625 HOLE B CORE U H CORED INTERVAL 9 8 3 6 992 I mb«l; 83 6 9? 2 rnb>l

UlHOLOCilC Of

Thif con comliu ol MARLY NANNO FORAM OOZE.

Tha con i• m<raly dl•iu>b d Icom Saction 1. 0 lo 30 cm. and lha CC
it ux<<ti dnturb d and conu>m an O rina which probably ongin•r d
In tha hydraulic pi>ton corar. Unilorm mottliπa i• pr ianl throughout
with occa•ioπal l i•> burrow! prat nl.

Th dominant Nthok>ty I• r Y (&Y6/1I to tlahl fr IBY / I I MARLY
NANNO FORAM OOZE which conUim lor m> and iVri.t l lra|π<anl
which art vmbt on lha H>III laca ol Cha cora

An un radad. buπow d. dark r y (6Y4/1I FORAM SANP lay* occuri
liom S clion 6. S2 to 98 cm

SMEAR SLIOE SUMMARY (XI:

Sand
Silt
Clay

2 M S.84
D D

B9β β.t26
M O

COMPOSITION:

Ouarti
Mica
Clay
Calciia/Oolomll
fV ila
Gl uconiu
ForaminiKm
Nannolouil
Spαnaa Spicula
Pl n i O bu•
Calc SkaMal Ftap.
Aragonita Na dla

Tt
20 13

SITE 6 2 5

IIΠ IUXT >OM• /

CORE 12H COWED INTERVAL 99? \ 1000 7 mbtl; 92 2 100 B mbil

I I IHOIO<J C of scnirnoM

Thl com comi•t> el liat t pay MARLY NANNOFOSSIL OOZE.

Tha con M XlMi aly undi•tufbad with drilling d•Murbanca avid nt only
from Saction I. 0 to 60 cm Mottlina n un•lorm thiαua)iαul lha cora

Tha dominant litholofy it a Mehl fray (5Yβ/11 MARL V NANNOFOSSIL
OOZE «rfiich occurt from Saction 4. 14S cm lo lha baa ol lha CC MC
lion.

Minor klholofM• Induda a Itdkl oliM ar Y I5Y6/ZI MARLY FORAM
NANNOFOSSIL OOZE which occur. Irom Saction I. 0 cm lo Sntion
3. 55 cm. From S clion 3. 55 lo 120 cm a dart r > y (5Y4 7 I MARLY
CALCAREOUS OOZE occuri lia>l fray (5Y6 II MARLY CALCAR
EOUS OOZE occuri horn Sacliun 3. 120 cm lo Section 4. 145 cm

SMEAR SLIOE SUMMARY (*(

1.3β 2«β 3.M 3.1W 585 β 70
O D D O O O

Sand
Sill

CM*

COMPOSITION:

Ouarti

Fald p f
MM
Clay
Cakita/Dolomit
Py.ira
Run
Forammlrart
Nannolonilt
Spooaa Sp•cutat
Planl Dabrit
Araaonila
Calc. Sl•alalal Fra•j.



SITE 625 HOLE B

•io Tiut f ONI /
ro Sit CMAΛACTI

COHE U H CORED INTERVAL 1000 7 1009 4 mini; 100 B 109 6 mUr SITE 625 HOLE B CORE 14H

UtHOtOGIC Df SCRI TION

Tht C M . contl u ol βltM r Y NANNOFOSSIL MARL.

DrWInf dl•lurb nc l OT•d n• liom S ction I. 0SO i n . Th con k
mottled throughout Wltfl int * v M ol πum roui burr owl ob arv d from
S cl•on 2. 100 cm lo S clion 3, 40 cm. Shall If •amanti and pyrit occur
•pot rJic tty on th •pl•l l c* of Iho com

Th. dominant Htholotv h an oil*, pay I6V6/2, NANNOFOSSIL MARL
which occur* liom S ction 3. 46 cm lo th box ol tha cor .

Minor llthoio•>a• obMrnd In rha upp r part βl thl cora tnduci •ray
(5Vβπ| MARLY CALCAREOUS OOZE in Swlion 1. 0 105 cm and
othra ar y (6Vβ/2l MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE from Sacléon 1.
106 cm to S clion 3. 46 cm.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY l%|:

Sand
Sill

Clay

COMPOSITION:

Ou ru
Mic*
Clay
Pyrit
For mln•l n
N nnolOMi
Calc Skat t l Fra•

T i
16
•6

6
1

66
Ti
T I
30
»

—
I0
• 0

2
1

•6
Ti
T I
26

7

1
I

CORED INTERVAL 1009 4 1018 4 mbil, 109 5 US & mini

LIIHOtOCIC OflCXtf TIOM

Tha dominant li*olofy H MARLV NANNOFOSSIl OO2E.

Modaral driNint dn ur anc l obMrMd m all action Tha con)
•howi minor bioturbβiion Pyril occuα a Iff cM and in local con
c nlt•tion• on tha ipln laca al th cora Shall d to• can In K n m
white particlat varying in tit from 0.6 o 2 mm.

S cliom 1 and 2 •how a y du l chan a In color Irom li hi olrn r i
(SV 7/1| MARLV NANNOFO&SIL OO2E at rh. lop ol S ct on 1
lo oli« t> y (SV β/11 at lha bottom ol S ct on 2. From Section 3
to th bottom ol th cor . th i rtim ni I I hfht oli <i y (SV 6/2
to SV β/21 in color

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY |%|:

TEXTURE:

Sm
Clay

COMPOSITION:

Quaru
Clay
C lcin/Dolomin
l yπt
AiaβαniM

For minil n
N nno o tili
flant Oabrn

275
D

22

7

6
5t

5
1
1

10
20
T•

4.7S
D

I I
12

1
72

E
6
2
6

10
Tr

4.120
0

17
•3

Tr
63

1
1

-
16

20

T i

• 54

0

2 0

I 0

2

S1

S

20

2

6

I S

Tr



CORE 15H CORED INTERVAL .OH « 1027 2 mtwl. I l l b H M i SITE 625

IITMOIOOIC Of KMirflOM

TIM dommnl lidwlofy M MARL V NANNOF OSS L OOZE

Modo on d iMIr* dnnrrbonco It ob rMd In oM Mcilont Tfco cβro •howt
minor biσturb lion Pyiit occu • m n•co• ond in loc l cαnc ntrol on
on Iho •plit loco ol ih cot Shod d b<i• con bo •oon o> < t iM P I K M •
varyinf in tin liαm 0 6 to 2 mm

S•c•l<m 1 ond 2 •r o > o r du>l c > π•t n conf I t o * llrfHt oltv. •roy
I6YT/II MARLY NANNOFUSSIl OOZE ol * o too ol Soctkm I to oh».
r l6Vβ/t| M * . boltwn o Section 2 From S ct on 3 to M M boliom
Ol tho mm. H M Mdlmont i Iw>t u h « r T ISV6/2 to 6Vβ/2) in color

SMEAR S M D ! SUMMARY |%|

TEXTURE:

Sond
SMI

C « Y

COMPOSITION:

OuorU
Mico
Cloy
C klM/Dutomll

*Y )o
foromimMrf
NWHH>IOUIU

2.112
0

•
•6

to

2
I

«6

12

2
3

I S

I M

0

I 0

I t

75

]
_

M

I1
2

2 0

intra/tr low I

CORE 1βH CORED INTERVAL 1027 2 1036 5 mb.1. 12? 3 138«mb•l

IITHUIOGIC DtlCRIPtlON

i% IllholoflV t MARL Y NANNOFOSSIL OOZE

Modo•oto drdbm] dnlurbomo il obw> <l in Soclram 2 and 4 Ih cor
•h<x>n minor B otufb lion throu^<out tacopl lor S cl oo 2 βiolu>b
lion •• p rtK<jla lr >nKfii at two horitoni m Srtlioni S ami fy<il
t locoMy conc ntrolod Sh M Ir am r>u 0 5 to 2 a n in d m Mr can
ho •oon on ih ipl < 'oc ol *• cor

Tko MARLY NANNOFOSSIl OOZE i» o WHlorm fr y (SV5/II color
In Soclwrn 1. 2 and 3 In S ction• b lo Ihn. cowr all rn lai o tw n
li >i oli t Y ISV /21. <x... » r ISY&/2I and Mart KV2S/II n
broad lay r i ol vorymf thiclino•l

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY 1%)

TEXTURE:

Sond
Srh

Cloy

COMPOSITION:

QUOTH

M I C *

Cloy
SkoMtal F>op
Pynlo
For mmlion
Nannαlαuili

1 1 4

0

2

20

; •

•

2

U

12
_

3
20

4 100
0

_

I 0

90

3
-

• 0

5

1

1

3 0

• 40
0

6

15

•0

I
_

6 0

IS

Ti
_

20



SITE 625 COβe 17H CORED INTERVAL 1036 5 10467 mini; 136 145 B mb>l SITE 626

DMcmrr ON

Th. dominant Uthok>fy It MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE.

Modarata dfiHInf dnturbano It αlwvid in S dloni I Is 4. Th
cαr lho<m minor b•olurbation with Ioctl cono ntr tK>r>t al thra
dill f nl ti<Ml<om Pyril occura M u c and In Ioctl concanba
Horn on lha iplii l c βl Int cor Pyrii nodulm can b lound in
StclkM 2. 20 cm Hid S ctiun 1.10 cm. Sn H dtUn can b ta n m
wnit pariKl > 0 5 lo 2 mm in diamatar.

Th MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE raduatty chanf• from HaM
oi™. •ray (6Y8/2I lo OIIM •I V I6VB/2I color •lont tna langlh ol
Ih <or . Thara h a lifhl ol•>a fray I5V&/2I horiton lorminf Sac
lion 6 and UΦ* r y IBV6/II Mdimant form th can b low Sac
Honβ. 140 cm.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY |K|:

TEXTURE:

Sand

Srh

Clay

COMPOSITION

Quart*

Faldtpar

Mica

Clay

Caklta/Dolo•nlta

Pyrita

Araaonlta

Forammitan

Nannofo•Mt

2.60

D

β

M

35

B
_

Tr

26
_

Tr

Tr
J

• 0

4.60

0

1
βo

17

4
-
1

17
17

1

-

Tr

to

•.60

D

1 0

βo

3 0

6
Tr
-

»
-
Tr
6

I 0

βo

HOLE B
IIO TH

OOlt

CORE 18H CORED INTERVAL 10467 1053 S mbil, 146 8 153 8 r

IIIHOIOGIC OtSCRIPIION

Tha domnani lidiotofly n MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE

D••llina dl turbanca i olMrvad in Sacliom I. 2 and 4. Tha co> * o w i

minor bH>n>rb lron m Sact o w I . 2. 5. β and J, with local conc ntf

Hom m Section I Pyπl can b M I on tha iplil l c ol tha co> and

tb r ii a pyriM nodul pr ianl in Saclion 2. 126 cm Srwll drbii i•

commonly 0 5 to 2 mm in di matar and it r nly ditli•buMd >lont Mia

Tna MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE axhibiti a number ol color chan«ai

•lor* tha cora. Sacliom 1. 2 and 3 ara liaht ol r V (5Vβ/2t «•rh a

l r>t r V ISV7/I) hoπion lo<min• S ctiofl 2. S ctio << 5 and β chanfa

with daptfi Irom liaM r Y (SV6/1I. to r v <SVβ/l|. loli t i o l > a r y

I6VS/2I. and back to l ahl r y I5Y7/I) at rha bottom ol S K I I O Π β

Saclion 7 it ohx r V (&Y8/2I

SMEAR SHOE SUMMARY (X):

6.60 β.M .

DO

Sand B 10

SHI 46 βO

Clay 50 30

COMPOSITION:

Quaru Tr Tr

Clay 60 3β

Cakita/Dolomita - I

Pyrita Ti 1

A oniM - 2
Foraminilar 6 6
Nannolot ih 20 66
Plant D b>it - Tr
Sk tatal Frap 26 Tr



HOLE B CORE IBM

ri-fc.,*...

COWED INTERVAL 1063 6 1082 Ombtl. 163 « 1 β * l ml>it SITE 625 «

IIIMOIOOIC DilCftIFIIO«

Th dominant litt>oloαY to or d 1Kmel b M M M MARLV NANNOFOSSIL
OOZE end CALCAREOUS MUD

S M I drilling disturbance la obterv d In Section I Minor bk>lur
balion occuri throughout Ito core •nd seven occuirmncet ol
ChondrIm biolu>b tion wan observed

Th major lltholαtw gr <i from MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE In
Section 1 to CALCAREOUS MUO In Sectiom 2 ami 3. and bach to
MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE b low Saclkm 3. 70 cm Sadim<nn
exhibit varioui lonai and shades ol gray, proceadin . l>ooi giay (6Y
t/11 in Section 1 and 2. (120 cm), to d rk pay IBV 4/1) in Section
2. 1120 cm to 160 cm) Th remainder of th« co. aho>r chenfM
from nil., fiay |5V 4/21 lo a y |SV S/11 occurring on th ordai
Of 40 70 cm bendr

Minor Uthotofla •r pyril meat and conc ntratlom occurrm) a•
dark tαecka and Mraatil. Small th ll fragment! occa k>neily found

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY (XI:

4.60 β «
0 0

Silt
Cley

COMPOSITION:

Quart!
Cley
Skeletal Fr p
Pyrita
Foreminifan
Nannolouil•

CORE 2 0 H CORED INTERVAL 1062 0 1070 5 mb«l, 18? I WOβmbtl

IIIHOIOOIC PIICHIf HOM

Th dorninan< llmo ofy it gradetional betwe n MARLV NANNOFOSSIL
OOZE in Seclw>n I <o 5 end CALCAREOUS MUD in Section S β nd 7.

DrHllmj dMtufiianc h rar In S ctiom I and 2 appeermt t i •turry
Section 3 ehowt moderate dillurbanc Minor bioturb tion in teclioπl
4 and 6.

M O M chenαn in th con ar color >erietion occu>rinf in b o * MARLV
NANNOFOSSIL OOZES end CALCAREOUS MUDS The MARLV
NANNOFOSSIL OOZES trade from grey (6VS/1I in Secl.om 1 end 2
to ori<re gray ISV672) in Saclloni 3 and 6 Section 4 prvtenti numerous
eSedet ol dark er y (SV4/1) The CALCAREOUS MUD n Section! S.
• end 7 i predominantly light oli» gray I5V6/2I

Minor Uthologr oomr>t of black pyrita fleck• and >lreaki and <
al line thell Iraamenl>.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY (X):

•ion

TEXTURE:

Send
Silt

cm

COMPOSITION:

Qu r u
Cley
Cėkite/Dolomtte
Pyrita
Aregonl•
Foreminilen
Nannofoa il
Plant Debrn

4.10
D

10

7 0

2 0

2

2β

&

1

1

6
M

Tr

• S2
0

_

25

75

2

72

1

Tr

Tr

Tr

25

Tr



SITE 825 HOLE B CORE 2 I H
•KMT•UT IOMI /

COREO INTERVAL 1070 8 1079 2 mUl; 170 I SITE 625 HOLE B

l ITHOIOOIC oncmrticw

Th dominant Mtf•o<Ofy li MARLY NANNOFOSSIL OOZE

Drilling dltlurbanc• l• llmitad. with itight datormatlon In Sacttom 2
and*.

Moil o «M wqu nc It • biolurbattd MARLY NANNOFOSSIL
OOZE. A fradaliortal color contact M Saction 1 (130 cml martl
Ir niition from light oUm fray |6Y 6/1) abova lo oli.t atay (SV 6/21
ai dmi to dark r a y ISV 4/tl balow Sharp colof conlacl obwva<l
at Saclion S (108 cm) liom dark a>•v lo lift l oln «cay <6Y */2l
a tα m lcha lona o< >lronf burrowing

Minor Mlhoro la ara calcara
dhtributad throuatiout itw cora

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY (XI:

Iraamant I MJ l>yrlra arMn•

TEXTURE:

Sand
Silt
Clay

COMPOSITION

Quart*
Clay
C lcitl/DolomlM
C lc Fra•manta
Forammlla
N niwlouili

I
10

•S

4

4S

Tr

t
1

40

torn t
AHACttl

CORE 22H CORED INTERVAL 1079 1 1087 9 mb.l 179 3 I M 0 mb•l

i

IITHOIOOIC DIlCHIf TION

Th dominant lilholoty It a tlujlnlr b•oiurbalad MARLY NANNOFOSSIL
OOZE.

Onlllnt dalwbanc it lound «t m » l | d^ormad tadimantt in Sactiom
Band*

Th epra It l>• t oar l a wquanoa o altarnatlna. color b nd and l•y >i
wild dil<<na coniacl• ol MARLY NANNOFOSSIL OOZE Cok>.. art
r d iion•l ban aan r » y ISV7/II. liβht olrx f •» ISVβ/ZI. and hahi
(ray IBYβ/ZI. Biolurb•lion in lha form o< bu>>α >< ara common in Sac
Hom 2 and 4. and ara conc nna•ad at Section 4 (60 cml and Saclion 5
UIO ISO cml.

Minor limok•fM< art calcaraou• ahaH M m and Mack pyriM llacki

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY VA:

2.7f 4.119 4.139 20
D O D O

Silt
Clay

COMPOSITION:

Ouarti
Mic*
C lcit /DαK>mita
Araaonil Naadlat
Pynta
Olaucαnlw
Fiah Ramairw



SITE 625 HOLE B
<f I M M I

CHAMACf I

CONE 23H CORED INTERVAL 1087 » 1097 0 mbsl. 1B« 0 19T 1 mbil SITE 625

HTHULOαiC DtSCHIMION

Tha dominant lltt olo y It btoturbatad MARLV NANNOFOSSIL
OOZE.

DiiH n dltlurb nc r s van m tha lop 100 on ol Saction 1 and
bacomas modaral in S ction 2. 4 and S.

This cor consists ol bioturbatad MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE
with dilfuw color bands and l yars. Colors •>• fr d tion l batman
r y IBV 7/1). Ufhl r V (t>V β/21. li f i oli« •> r I5V β/21 and dark
( i y (SV 4/11. Burrrmint it lownd in lha tow . 30 cm ol S^lion 1
and N ol S ction 2. S clion 4 (βS 100 cml shows strona burrowin
•nd b cominf modar taly burtow d in tha r maiml r ol S ction 4
and in S ction B

Minor litholoft i an pv l<a and calc r out sh•H li •m nts

SMEAR SLIOE SUMMARV (XI:

2,71 3.111 4.120 6 . M 69
D 0 0 0 0

T E X T U R E :

Sand

SMI

Clay

COMPOSITION:

O u a r u

F ld p•r
am
Cakna/Dotomlw
Ara•omt N adla
Py.ua
C lc Ftafmann
Foiamlnilan
Nannolouill
Spona* Spmla
PI πlD bril

I 0

17

73

Tr

_

M
_

Ti

1
10

I B

• 46
Tr

Tr

_

13

• 7

1
_

27

1

-

1

10

I 0

6 0

T«

!
m

T

61

T

1

4l

T
T

CORE 24× CORED INTERVAL 1097 0 1106 6 mbil. 197 1 206 7 mbil

LIIMOIOOIC Of SCHIM•ON

Tha dominant litbotofy it MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE

Modarat drilling dniwbmc r ob Mvad in Saπwu 1. 2. 3 and 4
Mmor biotwbation occurs in Sections 2 and 3

Tha MABLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE aradua•ly c<i nβ>> in color Irom
oh,« pr, (SV7/1I to oliva •rav (5V5/2I and g> y (5Y6/1I in Saclion• I
and 2 A chanf Irom oh. aray I5V&/2I and (SVS/II to hαtil a rM a> y
(SVβ/21 is obs r>ad in Sactionl 3 and 4 Saclioni 6 «••<l 6 M light f •>
IBV7/1I.

Mmor litttαlαaMs ar« pyrlla Irac t n d u H d at Mack ttraakt Sh.rl dabrit
that is •v fily distributad down tha Cora varies in m i ftom 0 6 to 2 mm

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARV («):

2 B0 2.130 6 J*
D O D

Sand
Silt
Clay



SITE 625 HOLE B CORE 25X

••O TMt lOM /
CORED INTERVAL 1106 » 11167 mbit; 206 7 216 3 mbil

UTHOlOOlC OCKRIPTION

Th dominant Hthoto•y l MARLY NANNOFOSSIL OOZE.

S v r dtilliπi ditturbanca h ob r m d m S>ctii>π• I, 2. 3. 4. B, . 7. and
CC. Minor bioturbalion found In S ction 2. J. 4. S, * 7. and CC

Th MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE •radu ily chanaat color Iron) llatii
oliv r r <SYβ/21 In Section 1 lo otiv r v (5V5/2 and 6V7/II In
•Kltom 2 and J Section 4 ii olhw vi (5Y6/2I •nd SKI>on 5 ch n•M
from lifhl t>>y (6Y6/1I lo ll^il oli. f>n |SYβ/2l. SKIIOΠ< 6 •nd 7
w ll•t t aj y (5Yβn) Th CC I Itghl ar Y l5Yβ/l»

Mioot lithok>«i« •r pynr . oocurrln• M Mack t oM and In lo<al con
c nrr•iiom on # M •plii l•c ol i*i cor , and ahall d brn ohidi l
•v nly dntribuMd down *• cor » ry me In t in Iroπt 0 6 to 2 mm

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY |*|:

470
D

sui
cm

SITE 626 HOLE B CORE 2βX CORED INTERVAL 111Q 2 1125 7 mbtl; 216 3 22S 8 mbil
*T IMI

LHAHACTII

lltnoioαv

~vnπr—

IIIHOLOOIC Of KRI*TI0N

Th domtnanl lilnolofv i MARLY NANNOFOSSIL OO2E.

Swan αVHUnt dnturb no i• ob••rv d in th lop I0 cm ol S K I H W 1.
S cl on t. 2. 3 and CC «hlbil mod ial to ilijhl di turb nc Minor
biotuibation found in S•clion 3 and 4.

Th MARLV NANNOFOSSIL OOZE •/aduaNy chw fM color from r v
IbYβ/il to otirt fray ISV;/I| and liat i ollv. «r y ISVβ/21 in S CIIWI. 1
and 2 Char>αn from li•t<i ray I5Y7/1I lo l>atii olm gray ISVβ/21 and
ol•>a «ray ISYK/21 at a otMnad in Soction 3 and 4 lha CC h ol »a ray
<5YD72) and li•ht ray IBY7/1)

Minor liihotofM ara pyrlM. occurrint a> M K I I traon and in local concan
l alrom on th iplii l c ol th cor . and •h M d bru which i « nly dii<
lnbui d down lha cor aryint in >•ia Ir•xn 0 S lo 2 mm



SITE 625 CORE 27X CORiP INTERVAL 11257 1136 1 mbll; 225 0 2367 • SITE 625

IITMOIOOIC Of KftlMION

Tha dominant litt uk>n l MARLY NANNOFOSSIL OOZE.

I t w i oVIUmf dkturbano> H ob >rv d In D11 |pp 30 on of Section I
S ctioπ< 1. 2. 3 and CC >hibii mod > w <o tlitfii dnturb nc M Φ>i
bH>lurbalwn found in Section 4

Th MARLY NANNOFOSSIL OOZE |i dually cti•ngn coiot from r•»
laVS/ll lo oil., gray (5Y//1) >nd lidM oln pay (SV6/2I m Section 1
•nd 2 SKtioπ 3 i lirfil f> y I6Y7/2I. S K I W H 4 >nd ih CC •f ll# l
olK f• ylSV /21

Minor hfhotot• •»• pyitt . oon>ritng •> black k m and In local con
c nlialioπi on Ih •pl•l l c ol rti cor and ih«ll (Mint which n av nhy
d•>lribuMd down tfi co• > ryinf in lira Irom OS lo 2 mm.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY (X|

4M

SIM

Clay

COBE 1H CORED INTERVAL 90S0 »150mb.1; 5 0 15Qi

LIIHOIOGIC OlICHI>flON

Th dominant liltioloαy i padation l I M I X W CALCAREOUS MUD al It.,
lop and MARLY CALCAREOUS OOZE al Ih h•w

Di lurbanoa n UmiMd to a iiorry in SKtioπ 1 I0 M cml.

M lor Mthαlαfi a> gradational ini rl y rlni ol MARLY CALCAREOUS
OOZE and CALCAREOUS MUO ol diflar nl colon In•rliy f >ng con
li t of dilfu . bMidi ol d fk ray (6V4/II. ar>ynh b own 12 SVS/21.
pay II0V6/1I. uli.t r y (SY5/2I and αray h b own I1OVR5/2I Co..
•hoi•n mod r t bioiurbal•on Ihfouajhoul in ih lo m o moiilmj and

Minor lithok fy l• Mack pyrli tp ck *nd •n á i . th l ara ub•quil<

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY (XI:

3.20 6.20
D O

Silt 20 :

ci y βs i

COMPOSITION:

Guam IS

F ldip r
M ca Ti
Clay 4
Acc uory Min /Opq
Af aonil N—Mn 2
Foiaminilar> 10
N nnoio>>lll 10
Sponf> Spiculn Tf
Fi•h R mnnt
Calc θ<ov>πic D^xi. IS
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HTHOloαiC Of K M P I I O N

Th dominant lithology c<mum o bk>lu•b < d MARLY CALCAREOUS

OOZE.

DrUIInf dkniibanca w w • M • •iuiTy In Section I 110 16 cm) and n

pouibl (low in o> aal>ama di~ i.w <µing .long on. ada a l Saclion 2

•nd SKfiαn 3 I 0 W c nl Sactioπ ipl•i wrlac It dnniibad by puNinf

th ough an O ring during iptiltinf

l a ll•M ©•*•• r y I6Y«V2I to oNva ar«r I5VS/2I

MARLY CALCAREOUS OOZE. B o<urb uoπ <pp • « molilmg and

burrowi. with Irequant burrowing in Saclion I and 2. and dac aa baa,

In abundance down <h Cora Color banding » dil u•a but pt > l nt

Ihfoughoul th cor Band• m* on rtl. o<d r ol 10 100 cm O I K * .

Minor Utholotw a n Mack, •v•w µ«*« and M m * * , a FORAM RICH

SANO (Saclion 2. 06 99 cm) and MARLY NANNOFOSSIL OOZE in

Illlmt burr own m Saclion 2 1100 103 cml and Saclion 4 140 41 cm).

Shall Iraaπwnα in Saclion 195 cml and a law Kalla ad in Saclion 7

andCC.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY 1*1:

Sand

Silt

Clay

COMPOSITION:

F <d p >
Mica

Clay

Cakita/OotomiM

Araaonila Naadla•

Opaqua>

Fot m•πil r•

Nai>nolαolli

Fith Ramaúu
Plant Oabcii
Cak SVβl t l D brli

2.142
D

S
16
M

6
_
Tr
M

4.40
M

I0
65
35

2

Tr
33

(.36
D

Tr
Ti
T>
66

CORE 3H CORED INTERVAL 924 934 7 mbil; 24 β 34 7 i

IITHOLOOIC OtSCRIf HOM

Thá com comut el a MARLY CALCAREOUS OOZE ih<ming a dac aaia
ol lha c cbonata Icaclion down con.

Di•iuibanoa in th lorm ol ilurry and How In σccun Irom ma lop ol

ma cor. to Saclion 4 I9β cm, From Satl•on 6 1120 cm) lo Saclion

β 170 cml and b lo > Saclion 7 130 cml Ina cof thorn minor coring

dnturbanca. Void m Saction 1 Iββ 96 cml.

Th rn jo limolofy ol lha cor h bM M<batad. MARLY C Al CAR

EOUS OOZE. Tn co>a ptám down > >d Iron, a ajaynh brown
(I0VR4/2I into fray ISYS/11. oliv «ray I5Y6/2I and light ol, . . g •y
ISY6V2I. A gr dmional contact in (action 4 196 cml m >kt lha liant
ilion Irom th. abova color, to a b>oMn (7 6YRS/ZI. >> ynh brown
12 6Y6/2I and d-k gr V I5V4/1I Colo, bandinf occu > on a 5 10 cm
K I in lowa Saction 4 and (r du lly bKom t ihickn lac>proa 20 cm)
m Saclion 5 Biotuibation •pp r• « buirowing and molilwa.

Minor litholo m ara ChonoViia •nlarval ISaciion 4. 131 140 cm and
Saclion 6. 0 30 cml. 2 3 mm MUDSTONEf I chip, in S ct•on 5. M cm
and black, pyπw (packs Minor ih.» Ir •manti 11 2 mm| lound in Sac

t•om 3.1 and 7.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY («):

4.12 4.147 M J

D O 0

S.M 30

Cl y 70

COMPOSITION:

Ou rU IS

Fald•pa>

Mica Ti

Clay 44

Pyrin Tr

A>aaonlta Tr

Foraminilan

N nnoloull β

Sponaa SpicukM Tr

Plant Dabr 3

C.lc B•oαanic Dabri 23



SITE 625 HOLE C CORE 4H CORED INTERVAL 9347 944 5 mb»l, 34 7 44 5 i

niHoiooic i i i u n i r n m

Thlt core comlin al btolwbe >d MARLY CALCAREOUS OOZE

Cora dniurfaanc p>ocMdi Irom modereM lo llifhl throuahoul S ctium
1 and 2. Section E iplii iurt.ce i> dwupi d by µultinβ tfirouβh an 0 .ma
durm »plillinf Section 7 (7 36 cml ti moderately diilurbad. Section 2
U0 IS cml » void.

M (or Inholofv cαnuiπ of • moderately Motuifeeted. MARLY CAL-
CAREOUS OOZE The Mdimant piocMdi from a light pay 16Y7/2I lo
olive r V (6Vb/2) K> Saction I I M cm). Mourad oli». ray t>landl mlo,
gr V h brown I2.6V&/2I at tha baM ol Saclion 2. B lcm Saclion 3 170
cml tha cor. a>hrbiti lona ol ray (5Y6/2 and 5Y8/II A dark fray
I6Y4/II band with inarp conlaclt it ancounurad in Saction 7 18 IS cm).
Color b πdin• » .wi from I 5 cm Ihkk in S cl oni 2. 4 and 7 lo on tha
ordar of ISO cm in the remainder ol tha core.

Minor litf>olofle con l l ol a pyrile nodule (Saman 1. 46 cm|. •mall
incluiion> of black pyπte ipecki occuiimj throuαhout. and •hell ti g
menu m S clion β 120 and 70 cml. S•iahtly pyritind Mndy layart occur
m Saclion β (43, 47. 56 80. 89. 108 and 129 cml.

SMEAR SLIDE SUMMARY I M :

2.32 3.70 4.82 1J4
D O D D

Sill
Cley

COMPOSITION:

2 6
6 IS

•3 80

Mica
ttaf
Calcrte/OolomiM
Ar atomic Needlet
Forin, mil π
Nannolonil>
Spone Spicule
C lc Skeletal D brl
Tinl•ππidi
Alβ I C n t l

T i

45
Tr
Ti
6

30
T i

IS
—
_

T i

8 0
-

Ti

3
30
Ti

S
-
_

—
66

_
2
1

26
_

12
-
_

1
60
_
-
8

10
_

20
Tr
Tr




